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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate Council
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment

of the requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

FHBODXFD FHFRGY BASTS FOR
FCOHOMTC-FCOLOGTC SYS?DBS

By

Rober 4 Costanza

June, 1979

Chairman: Howard T. Odum

Major Department: Environmental Engineering Sciences

The energy basis 4or economic-ecologic systems was

investigated using models of the United States and the south

Florida area.» The energy flow necessary (directly and

indirectly) to produce commodities was termed the embodied

energy and was studied as a parameter useful for evaluating

systems and 4 heir parts. embodied energy was calculated

using input-output matrices to trace the flow of energy

through systems.

The approach was applied to a 92-sector D. S. economy

for 1967. Curren 4 accounting conventions for government and

households were modified to make them endogenous sectors.

Solar energy inputs to the economic-ecologic system were

estimated and included. These modifications were necessary

to form a closed economic-ecologic system, with only energy

crossing the boundaries. The changes were made

incrementally so the effects of each could be studied,

results indicated a very close correlation between embodied

energy and dollar value of output, with the notable



exception of the primary energy sectors (R square = .99 when

the primary energy sectors were omitted). The results

implied a relatively constant embodied energy to dollar

ratio with an estimated value of 47000 kcal fossil/1967$.

Additional supporting data on energy/real GNP ratios for

time series of the TJ.S. economy and international

comparisons o
e energy/GOP ratios were collected and

presented.

Embodied energy was applied as a common measure to

model dynamic exchanges in combined ecologic-economic

systems, This approach internalizes all energy

externalities.

Maximization of power for embodied energy productivity)

was used as an objective function in developing dynamically

optimizing, nonlinear simulation models. The models adjust

their connectivity structure through time in order to

maximize power and the behavior is therefore discontinuous

in a manner analogous to catastrophe theory. The model was

applied to a 5-sector Ü.S. economy-environment and a 91-cell

spatial grid o c the sou* h Florida region, generating maps of

predicted development.

The power maximizing model reproduced the behavior of

the 9.5. economic-ecologic system over the historical period

from 19 29 to 19 59 ^or which da* a on net capital stocks have

been estimated. Extrapolated into the future, the model

predicted leveling of the 9.5. economy at around the year



2000 with a subsequent gradual decline in net capital

stocts.

m be south Florida spatial model employed a sequence of

detailed land use maps based on aerial photographs and soils

information for the years 1 900 , 1953, and 1973, m he model

divided the region into S3 cells with three additional cells

to handle the embodied energy exchange with the rest of the

U. S. and the world, '’’he simulation reproduced the essence

of the historical sequence of development using solar energy

as the only exogenous variable and a power maximizing

decision structure. Development of the east coast, Key West

and Fort flyers was duplicated by the model based on embodied

energy exchanges between these cells and the U. S. economy

cell. The model predicted leveling of the region as a whole

consistent with the tj.S. economy-environment model.



INTPODOCTTON

A fundamental Issue in ecology is understanding the way

energy and material C 1 ows in ecosystems develop organized

structures and processes. nan’s economic systems can be

viewed as subiect + o many oi the same energetic forces as

those shaping ecological systems. ’rhus, the study of energy

and material flows in combined economic-acologic systems can

lead to new insights into the way these flows develop

organized patterns.

several important questions can be identified

concerning the role of energy as it affects organization and

succession in combined ecologic-economic systems. How does

energy flow through and organize these systems? What is f ha

relationship between energy flow and money? Row is spatial

development related to sources of energy? What are the

general criteria for natural selection? How can selection

be modeled to predict the dynamic behavior of these systems?

m hese questions were considered using energy systems

analysis (O^um, 1971). Models describing the flow of energy

and materials were developed and evaluated. Specific

emphasis was placed on integrating conventional economic

accounting and analysis techniques into the general energy

systems framework. Input-output techniques and data were

employed to trace energy flows through combined ecologic-

economic systems. Efforts were made to show relationships
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between, these a iff©rent accounting frameworks. Dynamic

simulation models were developed and used to investigate the

temporal and spatial behavior o* complex, self-organizing

systems that can evolve and change their internal structure

and function over time. Lotka's maximum power principle has

been suggested as the fitness criteria for survival of the

system, and thus the ultimate goal of evolution (Odum 1971).

Can these concepts be incorporated in mathematical systems

models? What are *he general criteria for survival of

systems? Can optimal control theory be gainfully applied to

this problem? Wha* general characteristics do models of

this type exhibit? mhe simulation models developed in this

study were applied to the growth of the TJ.S. economy-

environment and to the spatially articulated growth of south

Florida in order to predict the general behavior of these

systems.

Research Plan

This dissertation is a study of

limits, and determines the organized

phenomenon comprising ecological and

this end conceptúa
- ' and mathematical

the way energy affects,

noneguillibrium

economic systems. To

models were developed

to indicate the response of these systems to available

energy inputs. Linear input-outpu*- models of embodied
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energy were developed and evaluated. Nonlinear,

discontinuous optimization models were developed and applied

with Lotka’s maximum power principle as the objective

function.

Cross-sectional and time series data were collected tor

two related examples. Che first was the TI. S. economy-

ecology as a whole. Data for this example included input-

output transactions at various levels of aggregation, time

series of total capital stocks, investment and depreciation,

and time series of energy inputs to the economy and.

environment. Host of these data were in dollar terms and a

major part of the study involved integrating them into an

all-encompassing energy flow network that included

environmental systems. The second example was the spatial

evolution of the south Florida region. A. series of three

previously compiled, detailed land use maps of the region

for the years 110% 19 53, and 1973 (along with supporting

data on the characteristics of the mapped units) were usel

as the primary data base for this application. The models

were run over the historical period and the results compared

with the collected data. Once a reasonable fit was obtained

the models were run into the future and their predictions

interpreted.
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BanKgrounrj of Previous fiudies

This dissertation includes energy analysis, evaluation,

and simulation of economic-ecoiogic systems using input-

output, optimization, and spatial models. Some background

of previous work in these areas is reviewed.

Energy and Socie ty

rhe thesis that available energy inputs govern and

limit the structure of human societies is not new,

Boltzmann (1386) pointed out that life is primarily a

struggle for available energy, Soddy (1983) stated: "If we

have available energy, we may maintain life and produce

every material requisite necessary. That is why the flow of

energy should be the primary concern of economics” (p, 56),

Lotka (1921) also noted the direct relationship be 4- ween

energy and economics. Cottrell (1955) provided a detailed

analysis o* the ways cultures have historically adapted to

their "surplus energy" supplies. Odum C, 971) extended

energy concepts to include all systems, thus providing a

conceptual link between man and nature and many new insights

into the workings of man’s economic systems.

T>aly (197'T ) discussed the energy limitations which

ultimately lead to steady state economic systems.

Georgescu-Eoegen (1971) took a more theoretical approach in

his study of the second law of thermodynamics and its
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importance in economic systems. Ophuls (1907) reviewer! the

political implications of energy and resource limita 1-ions,

Cook (1971, 1976) and Hannon (1973a) have attempted to

quantify the intricate web of energy flows in industrial

societies.

System s ecology

Systems analysis as practiced in ecology is an

integrative approach used to explain the structure,

function, and interrelationship of all systems as the

product of certain general systems principles which

transcend the boundaries of academic fields. The aim of

general systems theory was formulated by 7on Bertalanffy

(1968) as "the formulation and derivation of those

principles, which are valid for ’systems’ in general" (p,

32) , This paradigm is seen as essential to the

understanding of complex systems with feedback, which has

frustrated the "atomistic" approach of "normal” science.

Odum (197 1 ) produced a unified theory and methodology for

the application o c general systems theory to a broad range

o* problems. This is the general approach taken in this

study.
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IBSE32 a na lysis

The lei ailed study of energy flow through systems can

be termed energy analysis. Evaluation of energy flows in

ecosystems has long been an important tool (Juday 1940;

Lindeman 1941). Currently in government circles energy

analysis has come to be used more specifically to refer to

the study of energy flows in engineering-economic systems

and the resulting policy implications. This application is

new and the concepts and techniques have not as yet

consolidated into a coherent whole. The house committee

print: "Energy analysis as a policy analysis tool" (Gushee

1976) is a good survey of the current literature. The

symposium by Gilliland. (1978) highlights points of

controversy, particularly concerning methods of evaluating

embodied energy.

The field includes applications of input-output

analysis (Herendeen and Bullard 1974) and an evaluation of

energy systems diagrams {Gilliland 1975, 1978; Kylstra 1974 ;

Odum 1968, 1973). ^hese applications involve different ways

of accounting for energy flows through systems. This

dissertation develops an input-output technique for energy

accounting similar to the one employed by Hannon (1973b) and

Herendeen and Bullard (1974). Tsard (1972) suggested the

application of input-output models to ecologic-economic

systems but. not in terms of energy accounting, ^he unique

feature of the input-output energy flow models in this
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dissertation is the application +o combined economic-

ecologyc systems. The relationship between energy analysis

and economic analysis has been the subject of recent debate

and is a major topic of this dissertation. Leach (1975) and

Webb and Pearce (1975) have challenged the ability of energy

analysis to provide useful information beyond that available

to standard economics. By treating the economic-ecologic

system as a unit and by following energy flows through it,

many of these questions may be clarified.

Embodied Energy

Embodied energy is defined as the total amoun
1- of

energy of a single type required directly and indirectly to

produce the substance of interest. For example, Figure 1

shows so’ar energy as the primary energy input to the earth.

Most flows and storages of free energy on the earth can be

thought of as embodied past and present sunlight, since

sunlight has been the most significant source of free energy

for the earth. ^ides, nuclear energy, and residual heat

contribute much smaller amounts, "’hus the sunlight of past

eons is embodied in the current storages of fossil fuel, raw

materials, soil, e^c, that are employed by industrial

society. is convenient to divide the continuum of energy

sources into renewable sources of free energy (embe died

present sunlight) and nonrenewable storages (embodied past

sunlight) on the basis of their relative rates of production
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Figure 1. Solar energy driving the productive processes
of the earth.
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and consumption, renewable sources are those whose rate of

production roughly equals their rate of consumption.

Obvious examples are sunlight itself, rain, wind, and the

shorter time scale products of the interaction of these

inputs, such as forestry, fishery, and agricultural

products. Nonrenewable sources of free energy (embodied

past sunlight) are ‘-hose whose rate of consumption far

exceeds their rats of production. Nonrenewable sources are

mined substances, such as + he fossil fuels, soil storages,

and mineral deposits, which are the results of slow

biogeologic production cycles over long time periods,

Embodied energy is linked to ability to do work (or

available energy) by the theory that the energy used

(directly and indirectly) to produce a substance shows up as

a proportional increase in the stored order or departure

from equillibrium ot the substance, and thus its ability to

do work. ^or example, oil mined and delivered to the point

of use would have more embodied energy (that consumed by the

recovery and transportation process) than oil in the ground.

The delivered oil would also have a larger ability to do

work than the untapped oil, due to its increased proximity

to an oil consuming economic system. h ceremonial mask

would have more embodied energy than the piece of wood from

which it was carved and would also presumably do mor° work

by performing an important symbolic function in the

ceremonies of the culture of its manufacture.
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Several concepts of embodied energy have thus far been

proposed. One employs input-output techniques (Leontief

1941) to trace input energy flows through the complex webs

of interactions in economic and ecological systems (Hannon

1971b; Herendeen and Bullard 1974). This can be termed the

input-output embodied energy. it assumes that embodied

energy is a conservative quantity, or that the sum of the

embodied energy inputs to each sector are emdodied in the

output. When pathways diverge, the total embodied energy is

partitioned among them so that the system of interconnected

flows maintains the conservation constraint.. Figure 2a

shows an example of this approach. Another approach reasons

that since all processes are interconnected and in that

sense required for each other’s production (either directly

or indirectly), the amount o* input necessary to produce any

one produc*- must be taken as the total input (Odum 1978).

This approach assigns equal embodied energy to all by-

products of a process but partitions the embodied energy if

the same commodity is simply divided. The embodied energy

inputs and outputs for each sector do not necessarily

balance. "his approach has been applied (Odum 1978) to

estimating the embodied energy in natural energy flows in

the biosphere and can thus be termed the biosphere embodied

energy. Figure 2b shows an example of the concept. Table 1

and figure 2 compare the characteristics of these two

approaches.
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Tab7_e 1. Characteristics of the input-output and
biosphere embodied energy concepts.

Characteristic
Input-output
embodied energy

Biosphere
embodied energy

Conservation of
embodied energy

yes no

All heterogenous
by-products of a

production process
assigned equal
embodied energy

no yes
(except for

degraded heat)
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Figure 2. Diagram showing, the characteristics of the

input-output and biosphere embodied energy
concepts.
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The first concept was use! in this study, with some

modification and extensions. A complete description of the

technique with examples is given in the methods section.

Opti mization

Optimization is the search for maxima or minima usually

subject to some constraints. Wilde and Beightler (1967)

provide a good introduction to the method. Cody (1974)

reviews some of the applications of optimization models to

ecological systems. Rapport and "urner (1977) discuss the

underlying similarities of economic and ecologic processes

as an explanation for the success of optimization models in

both fields.

m he maximization of useful, energy flow (or maximum

power) was suggested as an objective function by Lotka

(1972). Odum (1971) has elaborated and generalized on this

theme. Oster and Wilson (1978) employ what they term

ergonomic (or work) efficiency as an objective function in

the study of colonial insects. Wang, Odum, and Costanza

(1978) showed an example application of the maximum power

principle to a land and water management problem.

current microeconomic theory can all fit under the

umbrella of optimization. Tn the general optimization

problem there is some objective function to be maximized or
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minimize?! (usually profit, utility or cost) subject to

constraints (dealing with resource availability, income or

levels of production). mhe partial eguillibrium theorists

deal with small pieces o f the system taken in isolation with

the ubiquitous "all else being egual” frequently invoked,

Most, of the analysis focuses on graphical solutions. Becker

pi 7 !) is a good text, along these lines. Input-output

analysis and linear programming are important approaches for

determining optimum, eguillibrium flows of commodities and

money in an economy, Borfman, Samuelson, and Solow (1958)

summarize these approaches. Input-output is a general

eguillibrium technique developed by Leontief (1941). It is

a tabular accounting system with balance constraints. In

the typical application the economy is disaggregated into n

sectors and the production of each sector is expressed as:

n

(i = 1,2 (!)I • * * 9

where

X^ = total production o r sector i

= production of sector i to be used as input

to sector j

X j_
= output o^ sector i to consumers (final demand)

Figure 3 illustrates this setup.

A set of direct requirements coefficients can be defined

( 2 )

or:
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X¡ = Y. Xjj + Y¡

Figure 3. Diagram showing the. standard input-output
accounting setup.
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*ij - Aij X j

substituting (3) in (1) yields:

or in matrix notation for all n sectors:

(3)

(4)

7 = A7 + 7 (5)

or solving for the sector outputs in terms of the final

demand (7) and the direct requirements matrix (A):
-1

7 = (I-R) Y (6)

The set of simultaneous linear equations represented by

(6) is useful for ♦■racing interdependencies at a point in

time or for mating predictions of the effects of small

departures from equillibrium. Programming models are

similar to input-output models except that more than one

solution to the equations is possible. The approach

originated as a strategic planning model for directing Air

Force activities (Pantzi.g 1951). The mathematical problem

is finding the best (or optimal) solution from among the set

of feasible solutions, mhe approach initially was applied

to linear systems (linear programming), and this is still

the major practical application. Gradually, more

mathematically difficult problems were attempted with

current applications to dynamic, nonlinear systems with

stochastic elements, Baumol (1937) reviews these methods,
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22§.Í.1§lI 3S2S.2ÜLÍS E£^§L§.

A goo* review models of the spatial distribution of

economic activity can be found in Chorley and Haggett

(196"7). Host of these models can be divided into *-hree main

groups. Central 2 la.ce theory is based on the fact that some

goods and services must be produced at "centers” and

transported fo users (or the users must be transported to

the center). For a specific mix of goods and services there

is a limited range of distance from the center defining a

market area inside which the marginal revenue exceeds the

marginal cost. In a homogeneous plane with only one type of

qood or service produced, hexagonal market areas are

theorized, since these would represent the closest packing

of the market areas with no overlap. Production of

different types of goods and services leads to hierarchical

arrangements of hexagons, with different levels of central

places producing goods and services with different market

areas. Original works in this area are by Christaller

(1°3?) and losch (194b). Berry and Bred (1961) provide a

review. Locat ion Iheory postulates that economic activity

will occur at + he point of minimum total transport cost.

Transport cost surfaces for each of several inputs and

outputs of a specific economic activity are estimated and

overlaid to find the point of minimum total transport cost

(Weber 199°). '"he approach is highly amenable to computer

applications as well as to the inclusion of costs other than
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those normally taken Into consideration. See Smith and Lee

(19"^) for an example. mhe overlay system used by McHarg

(1969) is essentially a location theory model in which

environmental degradation costs are to be minimized.

Objective procedures for estimating environmental costs have

limited the application o' this technique. Rent theory is

another extension which attempts to minimize the sum of rent

and transportation costs (rujnovsky 1972).

Previous studies of economic location have concentrated

on static, cost-minimizing models. The spatial simulation

models in this dissertation combine cost and benefit

concepts (in energy terms) in a dynamic framework. The

gravity m od el is so called because its mathematical form is

analogous to the gravity equation In physics, It predicts

that the amount of exchange between two centers will be

proportional to the product of center sizes divided by some

power of distance between centers.

Or:

a
y.. = yS.S./d.. ( 7 )

x j i j / i j

where

Y^j is some measure of exchange between

centers

Sy,rj are some measure of the sizes of centers

d yj is distance between centers

K,a are parameters of the model
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rn empirical studies, is often the number of

people-trips between centers and Sj_ an<3 5j might be the

populations of the centers. Tsard (1975) reviews these

concepts and applications. the generalized gravity relation

was incorporated in the spatial simulation models developed

in this study,

Simulation ll£Ld§ls

Simulation of dynamic, nonlinear systems of agnations

can be accomplished by solving differential or difference

eguations using a computer. Examples of simulations of

economic and ecologic systems are those by Forrester (1961,

1969, 1971) and Odum (1971). The approach has been

expanding rapidly in recent years with the decreasing cost

and increasing availability of computers. Hall and Day

( 19 U") provide a compendium of recent ecological simulation

studies. Alfeld and. Graham (1976) is a recent example of

simulation applied *o urban systems. In outline, ^he

technique involves deciding on "state variables" or storages

for the system of interest and then writing a differential

or difference equation for the time rate of change of each

of these storages in terms of the other storages and any

external inputs. Given initial conditions for the storages

and a set of parameter values the computer simulates the

time course of each variable in the system, The solution

can -‘-hen be compared with reality and adjustments made to

the parameter values.
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"he South florida Area

Figure n is a location map of the south Florida area,

^he region boundaries were taken as the drainage basin

boundaries of the Kississmee-Fverglades basin, Fxtensive

background information was developed on the detailed spatial

evolution of land uses in this region as part of a study by

the Center for Wetlands, University of Florida, funded

through the Department of the Interior and the State

Department o ? Administration, "his dissertation developed

as an attempt to answer some of the questions raised by

these previous studies. The reader is referred to Costanza

(1975} for characteristics of the mapped categories, land

use, energy data, and a detailed description of the mapping

procedure, Browder, Litttlejohn, and Toung (1975) provide

full color land use maps and a general overview of the

application of energy analysis to a region. The technical

report of the south Florida study (Odum and Brown 1975)

provides detailed data encompassing the full range of energy

and environmental problems facing south Florida, Zucchetto

(1975) provides a detailed systems analysis of the Miami

urban area



Figure 4. Location map of south Florida
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METHODS

Dascript lor of the Tedgling L§122§2£

The energy circuit language developed by H. T, Odum

(1971) was used for illustrating the structure of the

models used in this dissertation. The symbols of the

language have associated mathematical functions which allow'

the energy circuit model to be translated directly to

differential or difference equations for computer

simulation. "’he symbols used in this thesis are summarized

in figure r
. P complete description of the symbols and

their mathematical connotations can be found in Odum (1971)

and Odum and Odum (19‘T 6) .

Symbolic modeling languages, such as Odum’s (1971)

energy circuit language, Forrester’s (1961) industrial

dynamics language, analog computer diagrams, and others are

useful tor concise conceptualization and presentation of

complex networks of flows and storages. Diagrammatic

languages allow immediate comprehension (once the language

is understood) of the connectivity structure of the model

while conveying the same mathematical content as

differential equations which require much closer inspection

before the overall structure is apparent.
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ENERGY SOURCE (FORCING FUNCTION),

HEAT SINK, OUTFLOW OF USED ENERGY.

4=

ENERGY INTERACTION, ONE TYPE OF ENERGY
AMPLIFIES ENERGY OF A DIFFERENT
QUALITY.

ECONOMIC TRANSACTION AND PRICE
FUNCTION.

STORAGE (STATE VARIABLE)

ON-OFF CONTROL Y/ORK (DIGITAL ACTIONS)

GROUP SYMBOLS (I) AUTOCATALYT 1C SELF-
MAINTENANCE UNITS, (2) PRODUCTION UNITS.
AND (3) GENERAL PURPOSE BOX FOR
MISCELLANEOUS SUBSYSTEMS.

Figure 5. Energy circuit language symbols used in
this study.
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E2ñ£Í Development

A model is an abstract representation of a structure or

process which is constructed to aid understanding.

Development of an appropriate model is guided by the

questions being asked, the general principles which the

model employs in answering these questions, and the amount

of time and effort which can be devoted to the modeling

effort, including data collection and evaluation. There are

several classes of models but this dissertation focuses on

mathematical models of the dynamic nonlinear type. Several

authors, notably Forrester (1961), Nicolis and Prigogine

(1977), and Odum (1971) have argued that questions of time

behavior in living systems can be adequately addressed only

with models o c this type.

m h» topological structure of each model was developed

by deciding on the internal components and external forcing

functions to be considered and then making assumptions about

the interconnections. The models were evaluated with daha

from real situations. The simulation results were compared

with observed historical trends to determine the accuracy af

the original assumptions. "hese were modified as necessary

to improve the *it.

DI221ÍS QEEll.izat.i22

The general method o* Lagrange multipliers was employed

in the development the power maximizing simulation
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models. Baumol {^^*7*7) contains a readable description of

this technique. In essence it allows a static, constrained

optimization problem to be translated into an equivalent

unconstrained problem using the device of the Lagrange

multipliers. "his method yielded the general conditions

necessary tor optimum (maximum power) behavior of the system

at each point in time. An algorithim, which employed these

conditions in a dynamic simulation framework, was •'■hen

developed and tested.

^ÍIUl§hÍ2IL Wo de lin g Methods

Both analog and digital simulation procedures were

utilized in this study, The main advantage of the analog is

the ’’hands on” interaction with the model that its small

size and continuous operation facilitate. For these reasons

an FA" WiniAc analog computer was used to simulate a

simplified, two component, unsealed version of the model,

This allowed investigation of some theoretical aspects o*

the model and the range of behavior which the mode) could

produce. An analog diagram of the model is given in

Appendix IT.

Digital simulation requires integration by discrete

approximation and is therefore theoretically less accurate

than the continuous integration possible on an analog

machine. Discrete integration quickly approaches the

accuracy of continuous integration as the size of the
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integration interval is reduced or the order of the

numerical method is increased, however. the main advantage

of the digital machine is its large capacity, allowing the

simulation of much more complex models than possible on

available analog machines.

An Amdahal h’7n digital computer was utilized for

running the large models of the 0.S. economy and senth

Florida *or which detailed data were available. The models

were written in F0F m PAN using a rectangular integration

scheme. Listings or the F0B7PAN programs are given in

Appendices TT~, VI, and VII, An Intecolor microcomputer was

also utilized for testing some mid-sized versions of the

models in BAFTC»

J22ñ®l P arameter Tstiraa^ion, Validat ion and Testing

Dynamic simulation models of the type used in this

study require a large number of parameters. Frequently,

*-here are no 4- enough data available to calculate statistical

"best fit” estimates of the parameter values. Therefore,

initial estimates of the parameter values were generated

from the available data and these initial estimates were

add usted iteratively until a reasonable fit was obtained

between the model and reality. The adjustment process was

limited to the least well known parameters and required

additional information about the historical behavior of the

system being modeled to compare with the model*s output.
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This calibration or validation of the model was performed by

manually adjusting the model’s parameters. The

discontinuous nature of the simulation models made the use

of nonlinear parameter optimization computer programs for

fitting the model to the historical data impractical, This

was because all of these algorithms (short of brute force)

require a continuous error surface *o operate efficiently,

Input-Output Techniques for Calculating embodied fnergv

The application o c input-output techniques (Laontief

1041) to the study of direct plus indirect energy

consumption was developed and documented by the Energy

Research Group at the Center for Advanced Computation,

University of Illinois (Herendeen and Bullard 1974). ^he

technique consists of defining a set of energy balance

equations (one for each sector) and solving the resulting

set. of simultaneous linear equations for the energy

intensity coefficients vector e, which is the energy

required directly and. indirectly to develop a unit commodity

flow, ''’he underlying assumption of this technique is that

embodied energy is a conservative quantity. Figure fi shows

*he basic "energy balance" for sector j,

where

Xij is the transaction from sector i to sector j,

X
j

is the total output of sector j, part of which

may be net change in storage,

éj is the embodied energy intensity per unit of Xj ,
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•J

U!

2^ Q i * ij

(a)

Figure 6. Single sector energy balance.

YYY
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for this concept of embodied energy.,

Ej is the external direct energy input to sector j.

Thus the energy balance ^or the jth component is:

n

"j - Tdj ( 8 )

1 = 1

In matrix notation for all components:

e (X-X) ( 9 )

Here E is a vector of direct external energy inputs, X

is a diagonalized matrix of output flows, X is a matrix of

input flows and e is the vector of total (direct plus •

indirect) energy embodied in a unit of outflow,

We can solve for e as:

e = E (x-x) ( 18 )

A simple example will clarify the procedure. Consider

a three-sec*or economy consisting of an agriculture sector,

a manufacturing sector, and a consumers sector as shown in

Figure 7 and Table 2.

m he economy is represented both in energy flow diagrams

(Odum 1971) and corresponding input-output tables with all

the steps *rom physical flow units to embodied, energy units

detailed For simplicity the economy is at steady state
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Figure 7. Hypothetical three sector economy with all
flows in arbitrary physical units.
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Table 2. Input-era!put transactions table In arbitrary
physical units, corresponding to the diagram in

Figure

mo

From

A gri-
cu'ture

1

Manufac-
taring

2

Con-
sumers

3

Met

Output
Total
Output

Agriculture 1 in 5 5 10 30

Manufacturing 2 m 50 30 10 100

Consumers 3 . 25 a 25 1 .5 2

Fnergy inpu* F 3 00 7po -
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implying no net change in storage over the accounting

period. For systems not in steady state, any change in

storage can he accounted for in the net output column.

In reading the input-output table, the output from a

sector to other sectors is read as a row. In this example

agriculture (sector 1) delivers units of output to

itself, 5 units to manufacturing (sector 2) , 5 units to

consumers (sector 3} and 1 " units to depreciation (net

output). Inputs to a sector are read as a column. In this

example consumers (sector 3) receive 5 units of agricultural

products (from sector 1) , 30 units of manufactured, products

(from sector 2) , and 1 unit from themselves.

To convert to embodied energy units, first calculate

the energy intensity vector e, by applying the equation:

e = 3 (X-X)
-1

In this example:

30 0 o 10 5 5

X = « 10 0 n X = 10 50 30

0 0 2 . 25 . 25 1

(X- X)

2 " -5 -5

-10 50 -30 E = [300 100 0]

25 25 1
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(x-xf1
-

.061813?

.0254545

. 0 2131 82

oggnoea

. 0?72*, 27

, nognpnq

.5818132

,9454545

1.3313182

© = ^fX-7)
_1

= [ 36.364 21.818 836,364 ]

"o convert the original physical units into embodied

energy units multiply the energy intensities (9’s) by the

appropriate flows. This yields the values shown in Fiqure 8

and "able 3.

rhis embodied energy input-output, table exhibits soma

of the same characteristics as a dollar value input-output

table, "he total output from any sector equals the total

input to that sector and the total net output, or "final

demand" in the economic terminology (1000 in this case), is

equal to the total net inpu 4-, or "value added” (the 8

vector, also 1 r ^ in this case) . Final demand refers to the

dollar value of the ret output of the system, while value

added refers to the dollar payments for the net inputs to

the system. "he total final demand or the total value added

is defined in the national income accounts as the gross

National Product (GNP) , This would imply a GNP for the

hypothetical economy of 100?, However, the conventions used

in ’-he national income accounts are not the same as those

followed here, "o demonstrate the relationships, our

example economy’s T -0 table can be converted into one

consistent with the national accounting conventions,
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Figure 8. Hypothetical three sector economy with all
flows in embodied energy units.
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Table 3. Input-output transactions matrix in embodied
energy units, corresponding to the diagram in

Figure R.

From

"o A gr i-
culture

1

Hanufac-
turing

o

S-

Con- Met Total
sumers Output Output

3

Agriculture 1 3 63.6 181,8 181.8 36 3. 6 1990.8

Manufacturing 2 218. 2 1 03F. 9 654.5 218.2 2181.8

Consumers 3 222. 3 229. 1 836.9 418.2 1672.7

Energy input F inn 79 r - 1009

Total input 2181.8 1672.7
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The major differences concern the treatment of

depreciation, the exogenous energy inputs, and the consumers

sector. In the national input-output accounts, the

depreciation is credited to the value of the output to

consumers. mhe consumers plus the net output are the final

demand sector. finally, the feedbacks from consumers are

considered to be exogenous and are added to the other

exogenous inputs. "hese modifications lead to the flow

diagram and input-output table given in Figure 9 and Table

4, respectively.

"he "interindustry” flows are not affected, and neither

are the total inputs and outputs from the remaining

endogenous sectors. "he modifications have affected only

the "final demand" and "value added" categories and their

common sum, the GUP. "he GNP is now 1418.1, which is

greater than the previous total of 1000 by 418,1, the

depreciation o p consumers, "he economic accounts aggregate

the consumers sector with final demand and value added.

Tt is interesting to note how the results for the

energy Intensities (e’s) would differ if the standard input-

output conventions were followed. Returning to the original

physical flow matrix ("able ?.) and ignoring the Input from

consumers yields:

8 0 e 10 5
X = X =

9 100 19 59



Figure 9. Hypothetical three sector economy cast in
the format of the national input-output
accounting statistics.
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Table 4. Input-output transaction matrix corresponding to
the diagram in Pig, 9 using the national input-
output conventions.

From

"o ?> gri-
culture

Ma nufac-

during
2

Consumers + net

output or

"final demand”

Total

output

Agriculture 1 353.6 181.8 545. 5 1990.8

Manufacturing 2 218. 2 1990.9 872.7 2181,8

Energy input
+ Consumers or

’’value added” 599. 1 999.1 148 1. 1

^otal input 1999, 9 2181.8
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X-X =

2* -5

~ir> rn

E = {300 700)

[X-X)
1

=

.0526316

. "1052 63

.005632

.0210526

9 = 0{É-E)
_1

= (23.150 16.316)

This is substantially different *rom the result with

consumers endogenous.

The lower energy intensities that result from an

exogenous consumer sector are due to the fact that the

consumer services (labor) contain embodied energy that is

ignored when this approach is used. An alternative to

having an endogenous consumer sector would be to calculate

independently the consumer services energy intensity, and

use the coefficient to include the energy embodied in

consumer services as an input.

In this example, the intensity of consumer services

( 03) was calculated as 836. 364 when consumers were

considered to be endogenous. ’’’his number can be used to

include the energy contained in consumer services in the

direct energy inpu 4- vector (the 5 vector) , while leaving

consumers exogenous. "'he new ^ vector is:

r = [308 + , 25 (836. 364) 700 + .25 (836. 364) ]

= [OTiq.oo-j 909.081]

Recalculating the energy intensities using this 8 vector

yields:
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e = * (X-X)
_1

= [ n-'n. 909.091 ]

.0526316

.0105263

.0052632

.0210526

e = [35.364 21.018]

These are the original energy intensity figures.

This approach requires an independent calculation of the

energy intensity of consumer services, however.

"he approach considering consumers endogenous is more

in keeping with Leontief's original conception of a closed

(except to energy) economic system. It also does not

require the independent calculation of the energy intensity

of consumer services. It does, however, require some

manipulations to extract the relevant data from the current

accounting scheme.

Double Counting

An often raised question concerning any accounting

scheme involves double counting. This is especially true of

input-output schemas that display all intermediate flows.

The question becomes clear with reference to the preceding

diagrams and discussion. It is strictly a question of

accurately defining boundaries and making note of those

flows crossing the boundaries (net flows) and those flows

remaining within the boundaries (which when added to ne 4-

flows yield gross
c lovs) . rouble counting problems are

encountered when the boundary is shifted, but the
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redefinitions of gross and not flows {which are def ined only

with reference to the boundary) are not made. For example,

consider Figure 9, Here a boundary has been drawn around

the "industrial” sectors o* the economy with the consumers

outside the boundary in the manner of conventional

macroeconomics. m he net output of the industrial sectors

(that which crosses the boundary to consumers) is defined as

the gross national product (GNP). the confusion starts with

this misnomer, since the GNP is really a net flow, The

total output or "total transactions" would be a measure of

the true gross product. If the boundary is expanded to

include the consumers, then the GNP is no longer a net

outflow but an internal transaction, '"he net output with

the expanded boundary would be depreciation plus net exports

plus any change in internal storage. Conceptual problems

with double counting arise when this is not realized and the

now internal transaction from producers to consumers is

still considered to be a ne 4- outflow, Adding the flow from

consumers to producers to the flow from producers to

consumers would obviously be double counting the GNP as

previously defined. With the expanded boundary, however,

the GNP is no longer the net output from the system and

should be treated like any other internal transaction.
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U.S, Econ omy Data assemb ly and Evaluation

The major data sources for the Ü.S. economy model were

the Bureau of Economic Analysis’ (BEA) input-output tables

(along with their associated amplifying articles) and

Kendrick’s (19^6) estimates of capital stock and investment

time series. Other statistical sources were consulted as

needed.

The vcar 19ft was used as the base year for data

collection since this was the most recent year with measured

input-output data. Data from the 1963 input-output study

were also used and reference was made to previous input-

output studies back to 1919.

Leontief’s (1941) original exposition of input-output

analysis envisioned a completely closed economic system.

Since then the convention has been to view households and

government as part of "^inal demand,” and to treat them as

exogenously determined. The original, all-inclusive view of

the economy was deemed necessary in light of the objectives

of ^his study. Thus, certain modifications to current

accounting conventions were required. the input-output

statistics were modified to achieve a completely "closed”

(in the thermodynamic sense) system. This means that only

energy crosses the system boundaries. To achieve- this goal,

households an * government were brought within the system

boundary (made endogneous) as were a ”0.S. environment”
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sector and a "rest of the world" sector. The conventional

T-n sectors were aggregated to 1C major groups, making a

tota 1 of 1 4 sectors. Figure 1C is an energy circuit diagram

summarizing the accounting scheme employed in this study.

All flows and storages of energy and matter in the world are

included (at least in an aggregated form) in this accounting

f ramewo rk.

Government and Households as en doge nou s H ectors

In order to make households and government internal

(endogenous) components in the accounting framework, certain

modifications to current accounting conventions and

approximations were necessary. Figure 11 illustrates the

problem, r"he household sector’s inputs from the other

sectors were measured as personal consumption expenditures

(PCF) , which are the dollar payments of individuals for

goods and services from the "producer" sectors. The

exception is the input to households of government services,

which are paid for with federal income taxes, along with

staTe and local government taxes on households. The outputs

of the household sector to the other sectors are labor

services, which show up in the accounts as the employee

compensation category. Complications arise since the input-

output accounts separate value added (or VA, defined as the

payments to the factors of production) into only three

categories: (1) employee compensation, (2) indirect



Figure 10» Energy flew diagram of an aggregated 14 secto

0.5» economic-ecologic system.
The sectors are:

E = Environment
S = Ba» Materials
F = Fuel Industry
N = Forestry and Fisheries
A = Agriculture
P = Power Plants
B = Construction
M = Manufacturing
7 - Transportation
S = Services
C = Communication
G = Government
H = Households
3 = Best of the World
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Figure 11. Diagram showing definitions of national income variables.
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business tax^s, and (?) property type income. Table 5

shows the relationship of these categories to the national

income and product accounts categories. The implied wages

of self-employed people or unpaid family workers are not

directly included in the employee compensation category but

show up as a portion of proprietor’s income, which is

embedded in the property-type income category of value

added. Similarly, corporate profits taxes, which are also

embedded in property-type income, should be added to

indirect business taxes to determine the total taxes paid by

business to government,

a detailed examination of questions relevan 4: to the

proper distribution o* value added to the economic-ecologis

sectors was not possible during this study. Certain

approximations were therefore made to derive the estimates,

Value added was distributed by crediting all employee

compensation (EC) plus a fraction of property-1vpe income

(PTT) to households and all indirect business taxes (IB'7')

plus a fraction o* P"! to government. '’’he fractions were

calculated using balance considerations, and the fraction of

PTT remaining after government and household’s shares were

removed was considered a net profit attributable to inputs

from the environment (see the following section),

The T-0 accounting ^ramework requires that the sum of

the total dollar value of the outputs from a sector egual

the sum of the dollar value of the inputs. This requirement:
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"'able *>. Relationship of input-output value added
components to the national income and product
accounts categories.

Value added components
in the input-output
(1-0) accounts

Value added components in the
national income and product
(NT?) accounts

Employee

Indirect

Property

Rental income of persons

Corporate profits (before taxes)

T nventory valuation adjustment

Pet interest

Business transfer payements

Surplus of government enterprises

Capital consumption allowances

compensation Employee compensation

business taxes Indirect business taxes

type income Proprietor’s income
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was used to so 4-

up accounting identities for the new

household and government sectors, which could he solved for

the percentages of property-type income to be credited to

each sector in order to balance the accounts. This is

admittedly only an approximation which was necessary due to

the lach of data on the allocation of value added in the

input-output accounts. Gross investment and net exports

were assumed to exactly balance against net profits. This

left the following identities. For the government sector:

( 11 )
r T *■ Xg* (PTT) + t>T = GP + GG

where

Xg = Fraction of PTI to Government.

IBT = ^ndirect business taxes

P"T = property type income

r, " , = Personal taxes

GP = Government purchases

GG = Government salaries

So the fraction of PTI to government necessary to balance the

sector’s accounts is:

Xq = [GP + GG - TBm
- PT] / PTT ( 12 )

For the household sector

+ Xh* (PTI) +GS = PCF + PT ( 12 )

where

Xh = Fraction of PTI to households

PC = Fmployee compensation

PTI = Property type income

GG = Government salaries
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4 " 97

PCF - personal consumption expenditures

P^ = Personal taxes

So, the percentage of PTT to households necessary

to balance the sector’s account is:

Xh = [PCF, + pr - PC - GS] / PTI (14)

The remaining fraction (cal"’ it Xe) was considered a net

profit:

Xe = 1 - Xg - Xh (15)

Using data from the statistical abstract of the u.s„

(United States Department of commerce 1971) and. the bureau

of economic analysis input-output tables (United States

Department of Commerce 1969b, 1974a, 1975) the following

values for Xg and Xh for 1963 and 1967 were estimated.

For 1963: (in millions of dollars)

Xg = [GP + GS - T 8T - PT] / PTI

= [68167 * 5593^ - 54627 - 61000] / 194248

=
.

d age

Xh = [PCF + PT - EC - GS] / PTI

= [375540 + 61"^ - 341514 - 55030] / 184248

=
. 2D do

Xe = 1 - Xg - Xh = .7551

For 1967; (in millions of dollars)

Xg = £ GP + GS — IBT — PT ] / pTT

= [97Q65 + 81 6 54 - 70239 - 8300D ] / 254D69

Xh = [PCF + PT - - GS] / PTI

= [49966'' + 83 D90 - 389436 - 81654 ] / 25406''
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Xe = 1 - Xg - Xh =
. 4944

Figure 12 summarizes the modifications to the T -0

conventions made for this study.

ZD-Xlronm^ntal Inputs

Rs with household and government services, there are two

ways of including environmental services. One is to treat

the environment as an exogenous entity and guantifv its

inputs to the economy. The second is to treat the

environment as an endogenous sector with flows to and from

the other sectors in an integrated economic-environmental

system. Both of these approaches were utilized in this

study.

An exogenous environment sector was hypothesized for 22

sector input-output studies of energy flow through the ü. S,

economy, ""hese studies were carried out in collaboration

with the Energy Research Group, Bniversity of Illinois at

Champaign. For this analysis the solar energy absorbed by

the tt. 5. was partitioned to the economic sectors according

to land and water area. Table 6 shows the land and water

use distribution ^or the g, s. and estimates the total solar

absorption (including atmospheric) for the various uses.

The agriculture sector was credited with the solar

absorption over all agricultural land plus 24 ^ of the

absorption over the wetlands, desert, and tundra category,

as agriculture represents of the remaining land and



NET INPUT Capital Consumption Allowances and

Payments to Land and Resources :tXe*PTl

TOTAL INPUT

Figure 12. Summary of modifications t.o the input-output conventions.
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"able 5. Estimated land areas and solar absorp+ion for

major land use types.

Area (a)
(E6 acres)

Average solar
absorption (b)

(E9 Btu/ac-yr)

Total solar
absorption

(E18 Btu/yr)

Total land 2254 28 33.9

Agriculture 1212

Cropland 384

Grassland pasture 54 9

Gracing land 2 8 8

Forestry 587 28 16.4

Woodland, pasture 62

Woodland (not pastured) 59

Forest land 415

Wetlands, deser* T, tundra 27 2 29 5.4

Urban S mining 193 29 3.9

Total water 1559 29 4 3. 4

Tnland S estuarine 50

Offshore (2'>A mile limit) 1599

Total land plus wa*-er 3814 193. 9

a. rrom United States Department of Commerce (1976a).
b. Estimated solar absorption of the earth-atmosphere system

(Budyko 1978, Haar and Suomi 1969).
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water usa. This amounted to 35,74 E18 Btu solar/yr» The

forestry and fisheries sector was credited with the

absorption over all forested areas plus estuaries and

coastal water to the 307 mile limit plus 605 of the

wetlands, desert, and tundra absorption. This amounted to

63,06 E“»8 Btu solar/yr, Tb® remaining 4.2^ E18 Btu solar/yr

represents direct utilization by the remaining industrial,

commercial, residential, and governmental sectors of the

economy, "'his should be distributed to the remaining

sectors according A o their total land areas, Accurate land

use data are not available at this level of disaggregation,

however. As an approximation, the entire 4.20 E18 Btu

solar/yr was credited to the household category since this

category represents about Try o 4" the remaining land area.

An Endogenous Environment Bector

A more conceptually satisfying method of including

environmental services is to treat the environment as an

endogenous sector, This sector contains all the land, air

and water in the 7,5. and performs the essential task of

capturing so'ar energy and converting it into other forms

more usable by the economic sectors. Bince the environment

sector is not completely "owned” by economic agents and

competitive markets do not exist for many of its products,

economists have difficulty evaluating many of the flows and

storages in this sector, A broader perpsective based on
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energy flows has proved useful {Odum, 1971; Bayley et al.

1975) in conceptualizing this problem.

for the purposes of this study it was assumed that,

where competitive markets exist, market values were

proportional to embodied energy content and that both of

these could be considered to be conservative quantities.

Evidence for the validity of this assumption is presented in

the results section. Conservation of dollars and embodied

energy allows many of the flows to and from the environment

sector to be estimatd from balance considerations. The

input-output accounts are arranged such that the total

dollar value of all inputs to a sector equals the total

dollar value o
c all outputs from a sector.

Once the payments to households and government, and

capital flows have been accounted for internally, there

still remains an imbalance between the dollar values of the

sum o c the inflows to each sector and the dollar value of

the sum of the outflows. There is still a ’’net input” to

the sector or ’’profit. ” ’’"his net input was attributed to

services provided by ’-he environment sector. This is

essentially a ’’pure economic rent” conception of the origin

of profits, Tinder this view entrepreneurial capacity is a

component of the labor services input necessary to

effectively capture environmental inputs. at steady state

these environmental inputs would lust cover the depreciation

of the economic system. The approach can also be viewed as
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a form of "shadow pricing” (Dorfman, Samuelson, and Solow

1958) o^ environmental services.

Capita l Flows

Capital flows are normally not included explicitly in

the input-output tables. Data recently available from the

Bureau o* economic Analysis (SCB Sept. 1975) on

interindustry transactions in new structures and equipment,

combined with data from Kendrick (1976) on investment and

depreciation of human and government capital allowed the

inclusion of capital flows in parts of this study.

For the purposes of this study the capital flows were

simply added to the existing interindustry flows. This

increased the total input *- 0 each sector by the amount of

capital purchased by that sector during the year and

embedded the year’s Gross Private Fixed Capital Formation

column in the current transaction’s matrix. The capital

purchases by each sector were then added as a ’’capital

maintenance and growth" column in final demand to balance

the additional input.

South Florida Land Tjse Data

A *ime series of three full color land use maps for the

years 19PD, 1953, and 1973 for the south Florida region were
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produced as part o c the study, "Carrying capacity for man

and nature in south Florida", edited by H. T. Odum and H.

Brown (1975) , The maps are also included in Browder,

Littlejohn and Young (1975) and Costanza (1975) with

supporting data. "he maps were manually digitized using a

cell size of 128 acres for computer manipulation. For this

study, the land use maps were aggregated to 88 larger sguare

cells, If miles on a side, as shown in Figure 13.

vor example, Figure 14 is a full size copy of cell 45

in Figure 13 from the 1973 land use map. Figure 15 is a

computer printout of the same data to show how it was

digitized. "he correspondence between the symbols on the

printout and the numerical codes for the land use subsystems

listed in Table *’ is given below the printout. Since not

all cells had the same land area, the area included in each

cell was calculated and recorded. The data in Table 7 (from

Costanza 1975) were employed to perform the aggregation.

The subsystem structure intensities listed in Table 7 were

multiplied by the number of acres of that land use type in

each of the 88 south riorida cells, and these values were

accumulated for each cell to yield estimates of the total

embodied energy in each of the cells. "his was done for

each of the three land use maps. These data are listed in

Appendix T, along with the '’and area, and latitude and

longitude of the centroid of each cell.



Figure 13. Land use cells for south Florida.
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Example of detailed land use data, showing
cell 45 in Figure 13 for 1973.

Figure 14.
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Table 7» Lanl use subsystem metabolism and structure
estimates in coal equivalents (CE) .

Subsystem

Subsystem
Metabolism
(E6 CE kcal

/ac-yr)

Subsystem
Structure

(F6 CE kcal
/ac)

0.5

0.7

5 . 0

5 , 5

1. Cleared land

2. Lakes and reservoirs

3. Recreational space

4. Residential (light)

5. Residential (med.-dense)

6. Commercial/Tndustrial

7. Transportation

8. Power plants

9. Improved pasture

10. vegetable crops

11. mree crops

12. Rugar cane

13. Grassy scrub systems

14. Pined and systems

15. Hardwood systems

16. Lakes and ponds

17. Cypress domes and strands

13. Wet prairie

19. Scrub cypress

20. Freshwater marsh

7.7 24 . 7

250.0 750.0

520 . 0 2 , 250 . 0

1 , 600.0 11 , 125,0

500 . 0 2 , 000.0

4 , 000 . 0 126 , 000.0

5.1 24 . 7

21.3 294 . 8

9.6 74,9

22.2 313 . 1

4 . 0 16 . 5

6.4 80 . 1

7.7 235 .
9

1 . 4 7.4

7
. 3 214 . 5

5.4 51 . 6

5 . 8 61,3

7.4 228 . 7
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Tab 1 » 7. (Continued).

Subsystem

Subsystem
Metabolism
(E6 CE kcal
/ac-yr)

Subsystem
Structure

(06 ce kcal
/ac)

21. Sawgrass marsh 3. 1 273. 7

22. Beach and dune system 9.3 4» 0

23. Salt flats 0.3 4. 0

24. Scrub mangroves 1.0 7.2

25, Salt water marsh 5.0 29.5

26. Mangroves 7.3 218. a

Source: Costanza (1975).
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PFSÜL^S

Results include a derivation of the general conditions

for maximum power, development of an algorithim for

approximating the maximum power conditions in a dynamic

simulation model, and applications of the model. Some

features o F the model were demonstrated using hypothetical

examples and the model was applied to a 5-sector 0. S,

economy-environmen* and a 91-cell spatial array for south

Florida. The embodied energy intensity of goods and

services was calculated for 97 ü.S. economic sectors for

four different alternatives concerning the treatment of

labor and government services and solar energy inputs. Data

were assembled on total capital stocks and flows and were

used to determine a better estimate of the mean energy

intensity for goods and services and to create "closed

system" input-output transactions matrices for the Ü.S.

economy-environment af the m-sector level.

Cte General Conditions for Waxxrnum Power

A major hypothesis of the simulation models in this

study is that complex living systems evolve so as to

maximize their productivity (or power as defined earlier).
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^here is a large literature on the various aspects o f

optimization and specifically dynamic, nonlinear

optimization but these methods are generally not integrated

with simulation studies. Wagner (1915) views simulation as

a last resort to be used only if all else fails. "he

potential benefits of the integration of simulation with

optimal control theories are great, however. In this study

a simple algorithm for achieving this goal is developed.

The objective function is taken as the maximization of total

system power (Lotka’s power principle as discussed earlier)

and the constraints deal with limits on the total amount of

free energy in the system and the exchange of energy between

components of the system. Power is maximized when an

optimal exchange network is used, and this network changes

through time.

The problem can be stated in the mathematical framework

of nonlinear programming for each point in time as follows,

maxi mize PT
= P x (Q 1 ,Q2 ». •. »Qn / T i) +

p 2 (Qi»Q2'* •• + ••• +

p
n (®1* ®2' • • • • Qn'

subject to Q 1 + Q 2 + »»* + Qn
= ct

% » Kit t1R)

*2 - *2t

n
= K nt
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where

Pm = "otal power of the system, equal to the sum

of the n individual components

Pi, ?2 ,... , Pn
= Power of the individual components as

functions of the embodied energy storages

in *he system fQ 1# Q 2 # •»• ,Qn ) and the direst

energy inputs (E 1 ,E 2 )

The constraints indicate that at any point in time the total

embodied energy in the system is equal to some constant

value c
t , and the direct energy inputs are equal to

constants ). "he optimization of the system involves

moving the scarce (limited) embodied energy around to elicit

the maximum total system power.

The problem can theoretically be solved using the

method of T.agrange multipliers. Certain additional

conditions must be satisfied to assure the existence of a

solution. Wagner (1975, p. 604) outlines these conditions*

"hey are divided into two groups, one for the constraints

and one for the objective function. Since the constraints

are all linear in the above system, only the objective

function need be addressed. The conditions for the

objective function are:

(i) Up is single valued and finite for each Q and E

satisfying the constraints

(ii) Every partial derivative (8 p
t /9q^, E.) is single

valued, finite, and continuous at each 2 and *

satisfying the constraints
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(iii) ?
T possesses a finite maximum (PT ) over all

values of Q and F satisfying the constraints

(iv) P_ is concave over all values ot q and ?,

satisfying the constraints

T’hese conditions guarantee that

(A) There exists at least one feasible solution

(B) If P
T

is strictly concave, then there is a unique

optimal solution

(C) If Q, F is a constrained stationary point, then

Q, F is a global optimum

It will be shown in a later section that the specific

objective function chosen meets the above conditions.

The Lagrange multiplier technique involves creating a

substitute problem that incorporates the constraint

equations into the objective function. This new equation,

called the Lagrangian, can then be maximized (or minimized)

using standard calculus techniques. The Lagrangian

expression for the above system is:

L = P-L (Q]_fQ 2 »* * » # Q n* Eg) f P2^1*’^2'* * ''2 n#F2) + +

"

n'
"

1'^2'• • *'-n'
+ "l^t ~ ®1 ^2 * *

~ °n' +

v 2'K lf ’ll * »3tIt 2t- S 2' v n+li !r nt" 5 n> < 17 '

where

Vi,v 2,. .., V
n+i are unknown Lagrange multipliers

To maximize the original constrained system, one then

maximizes the unconstrained Lagrange expression (L) by

writing the partial derivitives of X. with respect to all the
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variables (including the V’s) and setting them all equal to

zero:

31 3 ?1 3 P
2

*= +

3Ql 3Q! 3^
31 3P

1
„

3P
2

—

io2

"

3Q2 3Q2

+ ...+

+. +

3P
n

3 On

3?
n

V
1

V
1

n

0

• 9 © ■* 9 *

• • i» • • •

» 9 « * * 9

31 3P, 3P
+

^
3P

+, ,„ + __n - V = 0

K 3Q
n

3Q~
n

1

(18)

3L 3P
1

3Í” 3Í~

31 3P
2

0

0

( 1 Q )

3T 3P
n Tf — ^

n+1
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3L

37

* C - Q. - Q_ Q = 0
t 1 2 n

3L

3"

= Y - p =0
It 1

(29)

3 L

37
= K - F, =0

nt n

n+1

Thus there are 3n + 1 equations in 3n + 1 unknowns. In

this example the equations in groups (19) and (29) can be

ignore! since they are simply restatements of the

constraints which specified that for a single small time

interval, the direct energy inputs can be considered as

constants, "hus to maximize or minimize the system the

following relations must hold:

3P
t

=

9P
1 3P 2 3P.

+

9Q~ 30~ 3QÍ 3Q

3 p
T

=

9P
1

9 P
2

3 P
+

• •

3Q¡
9

3Q

*

♦

9p
t

=

a

9P
1

•

9P
2

•

3 P
]

+» . . +

?Qn 9 ^ñ 9 ^ 3ó;

=

= V.

n

n

=

( 21 )
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3P
t

3P
t

3 Prp
Ii

III lll

H
«*•

II
III

3Q X 3Q 2 3Q„*n

which says that the marginal total power of all the storages

should be equal in order to optimize the system. The

problem is then, how *o living systems go about adjusting

these marginal total power conditions in a fluctuating

dynamic environment? One possibility involves adjusting the

interconnection network of the system by switching selected

pathways on and off, as shown in Fiqure 16» This does not

violate the condition (ii) that the partial derivatives be

single valued and continuous since at each point in time the

functions are continuous. "his approach simply modifies the

problem from one time step to the next.

Consider the potential exchange from component 2 to

component
" in Figure 16. "he diagram indicates that the

pathway is open if:

3?t 3Pt
> (23)

3q 2

If this condition does not hold then the pathway is switched

off. This would eliminate the term 8 p 1/3q 2 from the

equation for 3 ?t/ 3Q2 since 0 2 would no longer be a variable

in the equation for P-.. "his would lower 3 ?t/3Q2 so that

the condition (23) would hold. By applying this decision
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1 oFigura Two production systems and their exchange
pathways.
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structure to all pathways in a system over time one could

preven 4- it from diverging too far from the optimum, This

may be considered a form of the ’’feasible directions” method

outlined in Vagner (1975).

R possibly more accurate but operationally more

difficult approach involves adjusting the model parameters

to achieve ’-he desired partial derivative relations at each

point in time. The approach using the switches has an

effect similar to continuous adjustment of the parameters

but is operationally easier and acknowledges the physical

limits to parameter changes.

An alternative derivation of the conditions in (23) can

be formulated as follows. '’’he change in total pow°r caused

by the exchange terms (Y^ 2
an<^ Y 2 ^) are composed of direct

and indirect effects. In the two component model shown in

Figure 16, the total power is a function of the storages,

direct inputs, and exchange flows.

7
t

= f(Qx , Q2 , Flf V \2 , T21 ) (24)

The rules for total differentiation can be used to determine

dPrp/dv.^/ or the change in total power caused by a change

in the exchange flow ? 12 .

Using (24) one can write:

SP T 3P t 3Pt 3Pt
9 Pip

do, + dQ 2
+ dF-L + dF 2 +

~—

dY 12 +

9y 123Q 2 3Fg 9F 2

9Pt
3Y21

3Y 2 i

( 2 S )

or:
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dP_
T

.

* Y Í2

ap as ae 2
sp
t ai^ 3 p

t a^ 3 p
t

+ + + T

9Ql 3? 12 9 Q 2 8Y 12 8S 1 flY 12 9T 2 ^ y 12 8Y 12

9P dY
+ T 21

The third and fourth t

dropped since Ei and T,

on them, thus:

«2
= 0

8Y
12

'n
i2

Since embodied energy

additional simplifying

( 26 )

erms on the right hand side can be

2 are exogenous and.Y
12 has no effect

( 27 )

units are used throughout, some

relations can be made for this model.

9P, 9P
= 1

12
9Y 21

dQ
= 1

12

then:

or:

d C 2
-1

5r
i2

(29) and (30) :

dY
21 2

3 Q 0

/ ____

*~£
12 «12 aY

21

dP
T

= 1 +

9 P, T 9P

12 zq\ 15

3P
T

=

9P
t

.

9P
t

aY
12 9 Q~! 9 0

2

- 1

( 28 )

( 29 )

( 30 )

( 31 )

( 32 )

( 33 )
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where the c irst term on the right hand side of (33)

represents the "benefit” and the second term the "cost" of

the transaction YIn a dynamic simulation framework, a

transfer from component 3 to 1 (Y 12 ) is seen as beneficial

(leading to increased total power) if:

d.P,
> 0

d. Y 12

or (using 33) if:

(34)

9P
t 3Pt

9QÍ
“

9>Q 2

(? 5 )

which is egulvalen+ to (23)» m hus, allowing the pathway

switches in figure 16 to remain open as long as conditions

(35) and (23) hold will tend to maximize the total power of

the system»

HSlSl2.El§Si of a Power Maximizing; Simulation Model

A specific model structure and an algorithm for

approximating the maximum power conditions in a dynamic

framework must now be developed for application to real

systems. The model equations will always represent a

compromise between simplicity (and therefore manageability)

and accuracy. Here the mathematical form of the mndel

(including the power maximizing algorithm) is laid out,

firs* for a simple two component case and then for the
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general case of n components. It should be noted that this

specific mode? is not the only conceivable way to achieve

the maximum power conditions derived earlier in a dynamic

system. It is only one of a number of possible approaches.

Figure 1 7 is an energy circuit diagram of a simple two

component version of the model in Figure 16, showing the

specific production function chosen. The differential

equations for the model are given in Figure IB. The choice

of a production function was difficult, since it involved a

compromise between accuracy and simplicity. The production

function chosen was built up from simple, slightly nonlinear

"partial production functions," which exhibit the important

characteristic of diminishing returns.

The algorithm involving the switches on the exchange

pathways in the model is a simplified method for

approximating the maximum power conditions in a complex

dynamic system. '"he switches are intended to maximize the

total power fP^+P2 ) in the system by allowing only those

exchanges that lead to a net increase in total power during

a particular small time interval, rhis function may be

handled in nature by the mechanism of natural selection,

The system of equations is allowed to "evolve" by changing

its connectivity structure as it progresses through time,

The technique is analogous to a "cost-benefit"

calculation for each potential exchange pathway for every

poin*: in time, The "cost" is the loss of productivity due
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on if dPT>dPi
d Q| d Q2

on if
a_Ll>iP_I
dQz dQ\

Figure 17. Energy circuit diagram for a two component
power-maximizing model of exchange.



Figure 18. Differential equations for the model in

Figure 17.
where

= embodied energy storages in
components 1 and 2

E-, ,
= direct energy inputs to

components 1 and 2

a^, a
?

= direct energy input co-

efficients for components
1 and 2

^~
2 ' ^21 ~ transfer coefficients

for exchanges from com-

ponent 2 to component
1 and from 1 to 2

respectively

^11' ^22 ~ an ’^erna l transfer
coefficients

= depreciation rates for
components 1 and 2

~

12 ' f
21

s p

3QX 3Q 9

total embodied energy
productivity (power)
of the system, given
by the first three terms
in the equations

exchange flows from com-

ponent 2 to 1 and 1 to 2

respectively, given by the
third term in the equations
change in total power
with respect to the system
storages (Q^ and Q^) all
else being equal
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a
i
EA b

nQi
Q1

= +

1 + 1 + b-j -j Q,

°
12^1Q2 3P

t
3 p

T

1 + b
12Ql 3Q1 3Q2

otherwise

+

b
21Q2Ql

1 + b
21Q2

9Pm 3 p„

if
3Q0 3QI

otherwise

C
1Q1 (36)

Q.

•

a2^2^2 b
22Q2

+

1 + a
2Q2

1 + b
22Q2

b
21Q2Ql

3P
t

3P
t

if
1 + b

21Q2 3G?2 3Qj^

otherwise

+

b
12QlQ2

3P
t

3P
t

if
i + blA 3Qn 3Q,

o therwii

" c
2Q2 (37)
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to a decrease In the con* ributi ng component’s storage, while

the "benefit” Is the gain in productivity due to an increase

in the receiving component’s storage. Since the model’s

production functions are differentiable, single valued,

finite and continuous at each point in time, an optimum

distribution of the storages exists for any point in *ime,

and the exchange network is adjusted to move the system in

that direction. As already noted, it is necessary to have a

common currency In which P
1

and ?
2 are expressed in order to

perform this calculation. '"his study employs embodied

energy as the common currency.

The equations require some explanation. Each of the

individual partial production functions (indicated by the

work gate symbols) are given a relatively simple ’’limiting

factor" form. '"his is equivalent to saying tha* there are

infinitesimal storages in the flow (shown by the small tanks

In the diagram), that limit the amount of source material

which can be used. A derivation of the partial production
t

equation follows. Consider a system given by the energy

circuí* diagram in figure 1 q and the equations below (Odum

and Odum 1076) .

(38)

(39)

Now assume that Q T is an infinitesimally small storage with:

Q
T

= 0 and = 1 (turnover = 100%). This yields:

Q T
~

’

4 -1 Qt ( 48 )

Solving for Q T



Figure 19. Diagram illustrating the partial production
function relations.
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Qt
= 8/(1 + fc 4 Q-L ) (41)

Substituting (41) in (3 8) yields:

Ql = /(1 + k 4 Q 1 ) - J^Q-l (42)

A further simplification was that k^ = k 4 , since in

embodied energy terms all of the inflow is embodied in the

input to the tank. The total production function for each

component was created by adding together partial production

functions of the form given above. The power maximizing

logic built into the model was used to decide which partial

production functions were included in the total at any point

in time. Tn differential form the logic is hard to follow,

since it simultaneously uses one decision to make a secón*

decision, which is used in making the first decision. The

equations can also be expressed in difference form (which is

necessary for digital computer simulation and is done in a

following section) to clarify the logic. For now one can

imagine a tiny delay between one decision and the next.

The equation (3f) for the rate of change of storage in

componen 4- 1 has five terms. "he first, term determines the

rate of capture o f direct external energy (F^) as a function

of the amount of stored, assets (Q^) and the capture

coefficient '’’he second term determines the amount of

internal interactions within component 1 as a function of

and the coefficient b11 . "he third term determines the

amount of transfer from component 2 to component 1 with a

maximum power constraint. If the transfer is deemed to be a
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net Increase in total power at a particular time, then the

rate o P transfer Is the given function of the stored assets

of the two components (Q and Q 2 ) and the transfer

coefficient b . ’rom (36) and (33) the following

expressions can be derived for the above partial

derivitives:

9P
t

9%

1 1

('! + a1 Q 1 )

2ib11 Q 1 ) + fb
11 Q 1 ) b

12 2 l

? +
12

2

h21°2
+ b

21 Q 2

9 Pm
=

9 Q.

2 2
H

Tííi¡Qjf2
b
12 °1

2 t ^22 ^2 '

^
22 2

i1 + b22^2^

1 + h
12 Ql

(4 3)

b
21 Q 2

rTb¡-g¡) 2

(44)

The fourth term in equation (36) is the (potential)

outflow to component 2. It is subject to decisions

analogous to those discussed above for the inflow from

component 2 to component 1. The last term in equation (36)

is the depreciation term, which was assumed to be a linear

function of the quantity stored. Thus, c^ is the

depreciation rate for component 1’s storage.

The mo^el can be easily expanded to n components.

Figure 2n is a difference equation representation for one

component in an n component version, of the model. In

applications o* the model the components can be sectors in

an economy, areas land, trophic levels in an ecosystem,
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or any other suitable subdivision of the system under study.

The difference equation representation makes statement of

the logic sequence easier. In Figure 20 the partial

derivatives are calculated at time t-At for making decisions

at time t. ^he summation signs indicate that there are

potential exchanges with each o F the n-1 other components in

the system, at each time step.

£lSi!laÍÍ2S§ ÍI.§iS3 ZlQ Compone nt s

To investigate the range of behavior that a two

component version of the power maximizing simulation model

can exhibit, some hypothetical situations were set up and

simulated on an FAT FiniAc analog computer. An analog

computer diagram of the model is given in Appendix IT. The

simulations also served to test the power maximization

algorithm. '"his was done by constraining the system to

operate with the switches either always on (always

exchanging) or always off (never exchanging) and comparing

this with the "unconstrained" situation where the switches

were allowed to perform their normal role. The algorithm

was deemed successful if, for the same coefficient settings

the unconstrained mode consistently led to a higher total

power in the model than a constrained mode. The model was

also run on digital computers as a check,

^our hypothetical cases were investigated with the

model, T n *he ^igures the plots labeled "with exchange"



Figure 20. Component i difference equation
where

= embodied energy storage in

component i at time t

c.
i

= direct energy input to

component i at time t

= direct energy input coefficient
for component i

= transfer coefficient for

exchange from component j
to component i

= depreciation rate for

component i

= rate if change of total system
power (Prp) with respect to

embodied
1

energy storage in

component i at time t

= rate of change of total system
power (P^) with respect to

embodied
x

energy storage in

component j at time t
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indicate the model’s behavior with the switches in the

unconstrained mode, while those labeled "without exchange"

indicate the behavior with the switches constrained to the

off position. The time and quantity scales are in arbitrary

units. In general this two component version produced

almost identical behavior when the switches were left on as

when they were allowed to function normally. This indicated

that with only two possible exchange pathways, it almost

always "pays" in a maximum power sense to exchange, ^his

was not the case ^or a larger number of components where

more intricate exchange networks were possible,

"ase 1: "Resource consumption. One relevant application

ot the model is to •‘■he question of resource consumption.

Here one of the components represents a resource pool. A

resource pool can be operationally defined in the context of

this model as a situation where the external energy input

and the depreciation rate are bo*h very low. For example,

the oil deposits of 4-he Arabian deserts occur in low

productivity areas protected from deterioration by overlying

rock. In the language of the model this is a large storage

of structure whose incremental effect on productivity in its

local environment is very small. If another component

capable of utilizing the resource exists in close enough

proximity, the logic o' the model would decide to export to

this componen 4- in order to maximize power. Figure 21a shows

some simulation results for this situation. Both the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 21. Two component model analog simulation results.
(a) Situation when one component (Q^ in

this case) represents a resource pool.
(b) Situation when one component (Q 9

in this
case) has no external energy source and
survives only on exchange with a

production unit (Q^ in this case).
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external energy inflow and the depreciation of component 1

have beer set very low, making it the resource pool in this

run. "he plots labeled Tp are the accumulated power of the

two components use^ as an index of the success of the power

maximization routine { T
p

= / (P]_ + n
2 ) dt).

Allowing exchange in this case greatly increases the

total accumulated power of the system. Also, when exchange

is allowed, the standard curves (Odum 1971) for the

depletion of a large energy storage by an autocatalytic

consumer result, "he difference between this model and most

other models of this relationship is that the resource tank

is not a completely passive system, but a dynamic system in

another area. To make the example more concrete, suppose

the resource area were Arabia and the consumption area were

the tt.s. Without trade, the resource (oil in this case)

still has some productive value in its local environment

(e.g. in geologic processes or as a minor input to the local

economy) but this value is low compared with its value to an

industrialized economy. The model determines that exchange

will increase the total power: therefore oil is transported

from Arabia to the g.s. After a short time, however, a

backflow TT.S, structure (goods and services) develops

since the model determines that they can be effectively

interacted with the remaining Arabian resources in Arabia,

This backflow tends to attenuate the rate of decline of the

resource as compared with its treatment as a passive storage

and is a more accurate picture of the real system.
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Case 2: Production consumption pair. Another situation

to which the motet may be applied is that of production ant

consumption. In this situation on? of the cells receives no

external energy of its own and survives strictly on exchange

with the producer component. The energetic rationale for

having a consumer population is that if the producers have

accumulated more structure than they can effectively use

(3Tp/9Q^ is low), then the total power can be increased by

exporting some of the underutilized structure to a consumer

population, which utilizes it as its main energy source

( 9 Tp/ 3Q 2 is high). Figure 21b shows simulation results for

a producer population with an oscillating input approximated

by a sine wave.

The upper curve for Qi is the result when the switches

are constrained to the off position (without exchange) while

the lower curve is the result of unconstrained operation of

the switches, ^n this case, total power is increased by

developing a consumer population.

Case 2: Out of phase inputs. Another situation

producing the potential for exchange is the case of out of

phase inputs. Figure 22a shows some simulation results for

two systems with oscillating external energy inputs that ire

90 degrees out of phase. m his might correspond to two

systems 5 n two dif ferent climatic regimes that are

relatively close together, such as might occur on a mountain

slope. Exchange can increase total power in this situation
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because external inputs to one component are decreasing and

its structure is becoming relatively underutilized, while at

+ he same time the o + her component’s inputs are increasing,

If the coefficients are such that transport costs

structure are 3 ess than the costs of building new structure

locally, than exchange will be beneficial in that +otal

power (Tp ) can be increased by exchange, as shown in figure

22a.

Case 4: Constant unequal inputs. The reasons for

business cycles and other ’’internal” oscillations in systems

where the external inputs are constant for nearly so) have

long been a subject of speculation. Figure 22b shows som°

results of the model applied to this situation. If the

inputs are unequal but constant, the model indicates that

the total power can be increased, under certain conditions,

by setting up internal oscillations where none exist in the

inputs.

Some example Simula’-io ns of spa tial Develop ment rising 25
Cel ls

The two component exchange model of the previous

examples can be expanded to a large number of cells for more

realistic applications. One possibility that was

investigated was the modeling of spatial development. In

this instance, each component represents an area of land and

the exchange of embodied energy among the cells is

determined by the model in such a way as to maximize the
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QUANTITY

QUANTITY

(a)
.

(b)

gure 22. Two component model analog simulation results.
(a) Situation when the external energy inputs

to the components are both oscillatory
and out of phase.

(b) Situation when the external inputs are

constant but unequal.
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total power of the system ir a dynamic process, Using

digital simulation techniques and a matrix to represent the

arrangement of + he cells on the landscape, some hypothetical

results were obtained, A FORTRAN coding for the model is

given in Appendix TIT. mhe equations used are those given

in figure 2 r with n = 25» For this application, an

effective distance parameter was employed as a prime

determinen!, of the transfer coefficients. The transfer

coefficients were made proportional to the inverse square of

the distance between components. Figure 23 shows the

results of one simulation intended to isolate the effects of

relative position on spatial development from the more

direct effects of unequal external energy inputs and unequal

initial conditions, "'he ex+ernal energy inputs and initial

conditions of all the cells in the matrix were set at the

same values. The transfer coefficients were a direct

function of the distance between components,

Figure 23 shows that under these conditions, the model

produces a concentration of structure in the center of the

matrix due ^o the locational advantage (smaller average

distance) of the center component. This is consistent with

whaT would be expected From central place theory, and the

equations used for the transfer flows in the model are

essentially those of the gravity model. Thus, the model can

be viewed as an extension of central place theory and

transportation theory to include energy principles, The
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important provision for including spatial differences in

inputs and initial conditions and time variability of inputs

may allow dynamic simulations that can generate practical

predict ions,

^h e TT.S. Econo mic-Geologic Sys tem

Zabodied Energy in cpgds and Services for 92 1*2»
in 1967

The embodied energy intensities (in Btu fossil/i of

output) for 90 n.E. economy sectors were calculated both

including and excluding labor and government service

feedbacks and solar energy inputs. The detailed results are

given in appendix TV, Table 2 r
. Figure 24 illustrates the

four alternative treatments and a fifth possibility. These

results were obtained in collaboration with the Energy

■Research Group, University of Illinois at Champaign. Sector

correspondences for comparison with the Bureau of Economic

Analysis (BEA) sector designations are indicated in

parentheses following the sector names in Table 29, All

values are converted to ^ossil fuel equivalents using the

conversion factor of 2099 Btu solar/Bt.u fossil (Odum et al.

1977), None of these calculations considered depreciation

or net growth o^ household and government assets as a net

output fron the system. The numerical values of the energy



gure 24. Diagram showing the system boundaries
and flows included in the four
alternatives
(a) Excluding labor and government

services feedbacks and solar

energy inputs
(b) Including solar inputs but excluding

labor and government services

(c) Including labor and government
services feedbacks but excluding
solar inputs

(d) Including labor and government
services and solar energy inputs

(e) Same as (d) but also including
depreciation and net growth of
households and government as a

net output
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intensities in Table 29 are therefore high. Inclusion of

these ’"lows and their effects on the results will he

addressed in a following section.

Column A. of Table 29 lists the energy intensities {in

Btu tossil/t) excluding government and labor services

feedbacks and solar energy inputs. This is the previous

approach of ’•he Energy Fesearch Group {Herendean aid Bullard

1974). '’’he results presentad here differ from that study in

one respect. Dollar flows were used throughout in the

present study whereas, in the previous study, direct energy

flows were used to measure the distribution of fossil fuels,

hydro, and nuclear energy from the energy sectors to the

remaining sectors.

mhe use of direct energy flows is preferable if the

output from the energy sector is physically homogeneous

(which is a ''"air approximation for the dossil fuel producing

sectors). Including solar energy Inputs to the economy

requires, however, that one create energy sectors whose

output is physically very nonhomogeneous (such as

agricultural products) and for which dollar flows are the

best weighted aggregate available. In order to maintain

consistency, dollar flows were used throughout.

As in the previous study, the embodied energy

represents the total fossil fuel Btu’s (plus the total solar

Btu’s converted to fossil fuel equivalents for columns B and

D of ""able 2 01 ) required to produce a dollar’s worth of
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output, but it is not simply the sum of the individual

energy sector’s contributions. This is necessary to avoid

double counting, since refined is produced from crude, some

electricity is produced from coal and crude, etc. In this

study the total primary fossil fuel energy intensify was

calculated using the formula:

e (Primary) = e (Coal) + e (Crude + Gas) +

.61652 * e (Electricity) +

. 0P05 * e (Coiar)

where the factor ,61652 accounts for the fraction of

electricity produced from hydro and nuclear sources

(Herendeen and Bullard 1974) and the .000 5 factor accounts

for the conversion ^rom solar to fossil fuel quality (Odum

et al. 197-'),

column B of Table 29 lists the embodied energy

intensities (in Btu fossil/f) calculated excluding labor and

government services feedbacks but including solar energy

inputs. Column C lists the embodied energy intensities

including labor and government services but excluding solar

energy inputs, Column D lists the embodied energy

intensities induing both labor and government services and

solar energy inputs. Figures 25 and 26 show frequency plots

of the four alternatives, ^able 3 gives summary statistics

for the embodied energy distributions.

Another way of looking at these statistics is to plot

the total direct plus indirect Btu’s consumed by each sector
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Figure 25. Frequency plots of embodied energy intensities by sector
calculated with and without solar inputs. 101
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Figure 26. Frequency plots of embodied energy intensities by sector calculated
with and without labor and government services feedbacks.



Table 8. Ninety-two sector embodied energy intensity statistics

Alternative
Including energy sectors Excluding energy sectors

(Sectors 1-7) (Sectors 1-7)
X s C.V. X s C.V.

A

Excluding solar

inputs and labor
and government
(Btu fossil/$) 1.83 E5 6.28 E5 3.43 0.69 E5 0.52 E5 0.78

B

Including solar

inputs but ex-

eluding labor and

government
(Btu fossil/$) 5.45 E5 25.10 E5 4.61 1.78 E5 5.00 E5 2.81

C

Including labor
and government
but excluding
solar inputs
(Btu fossil/$) 5.16 E5 6.19 E5 1.20 4.05 E5 0.91 E5 0.22

D

Including solar

inputs and labor
and government
(Btu fossil/$) 12.20 E5 2.44 E5 2.00 8.50 E5 3.49 E5 0.41

103
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during a year againel the total dollar output of the sector,

Btu’s consumed wer<* derived by multiplying the calculated

energy intensities (in Btu fossil/?) for each of the four

alternatives in Table 20 by the total dollar outputs of the

sectors, figures -30 are plots of direct plus indirect

energv input versus total dollar output for 1967, for each

of 4-he four alternatives with labor and government services

and solar energy inputs given in Table 2^, With the data in

this format, one can ask what percentage of the variation in

dollar output from sector to sector can be explained with

variations in the ♦■ot.al (direct plus indirect) energy input,

"his question can be answered using a standard linear

regression model, "he best, fit regression line is indicated

on the plots along with its R square value, equation, and

the t statistic for the parameters (in parenthesis below ^.he

parameters). The results are summarized in "able 9, both

with and without the energy sectors (sectors 1-7),

"he P square value measures the fraction of the total

variation in sector dollar output, which can be explained by

variations in total (direct plus indirect.) energy inputs.

The F value is a test statistic, PR>F indicates the

significance level o* the test, wi^h lower values of PR>F

indicating a more significant relationship between the

vari abl es.

It is fairly obvious from inspection of Figures 29 and

30 that the energy sectors (sectors 1-7) are outliers and



Plot of direct plus indirect energy consumption
(calculated excluding solar inputs and labor and

government) versus dollar output for 92 U.S.

economy sectors

Figure 27.
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Figure 28. Plot of direct plus indirect energy consumption
(calculated including solar inputs but excluding
labor and government) versus dollar output for
92 U.S. economy sectors
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Figure 29. Plot of direct plus indirect energy consumption
(calculated including labor and government but

excluding solar inputs) versus dollar output for
92 U.S. economy sectors
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Figure 30. Plot of direct plus indirect energy consumption
(calculated including solar energy inputs and
labor and government) versus dollar output for
92 U.S. economy sectors
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Table 9. Regression analysis results for total (direct plus indirect) energy
consumption versus total dollar output for four alternative treatments
of labor, government and solar energy inputs

Alternative
Including energy sectors

(Sectors 1-7)

R
2

F PR> F

Excluding energy sectors

(Sectors 1-7)

R
2

F PR>F

A

Excluding labor

government and
solar energy .0210 1.89 0.1729 . 5539 100.57 0.0001

B

Including solar

energy but excluding
labor and government .0629 5.90 0.1710 .2042 20.78 0.0001

C

Including labor
and government
but excluding
solar energy .7809 313.73 0.0001 . 9907 8633.95 0.0001

D

Including labor,
government and
solar energy .8535 512.74 0.0001 .9454 1401.31 0.0001
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their omission from the data greatly improves the R square

values. Some possible reasons for this will be discussed.

Table 9 also indicates tha 4- inclusion of labor and

government service feedbacks leads to a highly significant

relationship between total (direct plus indirect) energy

input and dollar output for economic sectors, especially if

the energy sectors are omitted from the data. Inclusion of

solar energy inputs does no 4-

seem to help (or hurt) the fit

very much, but this is no doubt due to the rather crude

method used for approximating the points of entry of solar

energy to the economy used in this study.

1&SE3Y tg GNP Rat io for 2he n.G. from 19 20 to 1276

T n addition to the cross-sectional analysis of the

previous section, one migh*- look at the time series of

various indicators of energy consumption and economic

activity. Table 21 in Appendix V lists real GRP (in 1967

dollars), total mineral fuel, hydro, and nuclear energy

consumption and the ratio of these two quantities for the

same period. Figure 31 is a plot of the mineral, hydro and

nuclear energy consumption per dollar of real GRP for the

years 1929 to 1976»
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To tal Capital, Investment, a rut Depreciation ^ime Series and
a Bett er Esti mate of the Embodied Energy to Dollar Palio

The numerical values of the mean embodied energy

intensities in Table B are misleading because of omissions

of one sort or another as shown in Figure 24, To be

complete, household and government depreciation and net

growth (as shown in Figure 24e) should be included. This

requires a more all-inclusive treatment of capital and

capital flows, "’his kind of treatment has recently been

attempted by Kendrick (1976) for a three sector H„S.

economy. He has taken a view that is consistent with the

closed system approach to economic accounting in developing

estimates of what he terms "total capital stocks" for the

0, S. economy. His capital stock estimates are based on

investment and depreciation time series, not only in the

traditional categories of structures, equipment, and

inventories, but also in "human capital," including such

intangible but nonetheless real categories as education and

training, medical and health investments, and mobility, He

no+es that: "while economists have, been increasingly

treating the various r orms of intangible outlays enhancing

tangible factor productivity as investments, estimates of

resulting capital stocks are a unique feature of the presen’-

study" (p. 9),

"’ables are examples of the results of Kendrick’s

analysis for the business, government, and household sectors

of the Ü.S, economy for 1 967. Kendrick's land category was



Table 10. 1067 U.S. business sector capital stock and investment breakdown.
(All values in billions of 1967 dollars.)

Gross

Capital
Stock

Net

Capital
Stock

Gross
Invest-
ment

Net
Invest-
ment

Depre-
ciation

Grand Total 1654.1 9 21.6 122.18 41.01 81.17

Total Non-Human Tangibles (a) 1331.2 735.7 94.25 29.55 64.70

Structures 695.4 352.4 31.60 10.18 21.42

Equipment 447.9 195.4 54.46 11.18 43.28

Inventories 187.9 187.9 8.19 8.19 -

Total Human Tangibles - - - - -

Total Non-Human Tangibles 73.6 45.8 8.13 -8.34 16.47

Basic Research 7.3 7.3 0.48 0.48 -

AR & D 66.3 38.5 7.66 -8.82 ] 6.47

Total Human Intangibles 24 9.2 140.1 19.80 19.80 -

Education and Training 234.3 134.0 17.48 17.48 -

Medical and Health 8.9 4.3 0.60 0.60 -

Mobility 6.1 1.9 1.72 1.72 —

a, excluding land held by businesses

Source: Kendrick, 1976.



Table 11. 1967 U.S. household sector capital stock and investment breakdown.
(All values in billions of 1967 dollars.)

Gross

Capital
Stock

Net

Capital
Stock

Gross
Invest-
ment

Net
Invest-
ment

Depre-
ciation

Grand Total 4882.8 3049.1 366.94 87.92 179.02

Total Non-Human Tangibles (a) 1451.8 781.0 96.93 22.58 74.35

Structures 801.2 422.2 22.24 7.84 14.40

Equipment 546.4 234.7 73.88 13.93 59.95

Inventories 104.2 104.2 0.81 0.81 -

Total Human Tangibles 1442.3 992.9 56.44 38.10 18.34

Total Non-Human Tangibles 10.3 9.0 0.95 0.95 -

Basic Research 7.4 7.4 0.66 0.66 -

AR & D 2.9 1.6 0.28 0.28 -

Total Human Intangibles 1978.3 1266.2 112.62 26.29 86.33

Education and Training 1635.6 1092.1 81.49 24.37 57*. 12

Medical and Health 271.6 14 2.6 15.58 1.08 14.50

Mobility 71.1 31.4 15.55 0.84 14.71

a. excluding land held by households.

Source: Kendrick, 1976.
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Table 12. 1967 U.S. government sector capital stock and investment breakdown.
(All values in billions of 1967 dollars.)

Gross

Capital
Stock

Net

Capital
Stock

Gross
Invest-
ment

Net
Invest-
ment

Depre-
ciation

Grand Total 1980.4 1237.5 119.73 86.46 33.26

Total Non-Human Tangibles (a) 895.9 486.5 48.83 15.57 33.26

Structures 612.8 358.2 26.24 11.37 14.87

Equipment 248.3 93.4 21.74 3.35 18.39

Inventories 34.8 34.8 0.85 0.85 -

Total Human Tangibles - - - - -

Total Non-Human Intangibles 149.4 100.6 14.56 14.46 -

Basic Research 24.1 24.1 2.22 2.22 -

AR & D 125.3 76.5 12.34 12.34 -

Total Human Intangibles 935.2 650.4 56.33 56.33 -

Education and Training 839.2 599.7 49.72 49.72 -

Medical and Health 91.8 49.0 6.00 6.00 -

Mobility 4.2 1.7 0.62 0.62 —

a. excluding land held by government

Source: Kendrick, 1976.
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subtracted and included in a separate environment sector for

this study. Gross investment is the total dollar value of

investments in capital stock, where capital stock includes

human capital. Net growth is gross investment minus

depreciation. Gross capital stock is accumulated, gross

investment minus retirements, while net capital stock

subtracts double declining balance depreciation estimates,

For most purposes in this study, net capital stock is the

more appropriate measure.

Kendrick’s estimates of gross investment in the

household and government sectors allowed a more accurate

calculation of the numerical value of the mean embodied

energy intensity for the Ü.S. economy. The values in Table

8, alternative D, were calculated using a total primary

input value of F15 Btu fossil/yr. This was composed

of 57,52 E15 Etu fossil/yr of mineral, hydro, and nuclear

*uels consumption and 109. 4 F18 Btu solar/yr, which when

converted to fossil fuel quality using a conversion factor

of Btu solar/Btu fossil (Odum et al. 1977) yields 52,20

E15 Btu fossil/yr. m he total primary input divided by the

net output from the system yields an estimate of the mean

value of the embodied energy intensities. For alternative D

in mable 8, the net output was assumed to be gross private

fixed capital formation plus net exports plus net inventory

change (see figure 12) . ’’’his was 125.61 F9 $ in 1967, ^he

sum of these three categories are gross business investment
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in Kendrick’s terras an! the value compares well with his

estimate of 122.18 ^9 ? for 196”7
. The mean embodied energy

intensity could thus have been calculated as 10°. 64 F15 Btu

fossil/125.61 59 5, or 8.72 55 Btu fossil/$. This is very

close to the mean of the 85 sector embodied energy

intensities (excluding the energy sectors) of 8.5 5 5 Btu

fossil/S given in "able 8, alternative D. Kendrick’s

estimates of gross investment in government and households

can now be included to determine a more accurate value of

the mean energy intensity for the TT.S, economy. Tables 11

and 12 give these values as 119.73 F9 $ and 266.94 F9 ?

respectively. adding these to the 122.18 59 $ gross

investment in business yields 508.85 E9 S. This leads to a

value 2.15 F5 Btu fossil/5 or 5,39 54 kcal fossil/?.

One additional refinement can be made to the

calculations. The primary input value included an estimate

of the to tal solar energy absorbed by the 9.8. ecologic-

economic system. "n determining the energy intensities,

only gross investment in the economic sectors was included,

For consistency, one must either reduce the primary input to

include only that portion of the solar input that enters the

economy or include the gross investment in environmental

assets. By assuming that gross investment in land (by

natural processes) was the same percentage of net land

capital stock as in the economy as a whole, an estimate of

gross investment in environmental assets was derived. This
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worked out to be 74,7 89 $/yr (see Table 14), Adding this

to the gross investment in the economic sectors yielded a

total of 583,4 ^9 S/yr, Dividing this into the total

primary input yields 1.83 85 Btu 503311/1967$, or 4.^0

kcal fossil¿19621 • "'his value was used to convert from

embodied energy to dollar values in the sections to follow,

Appendix 7 contains time series for the ü.S, economic-

ecologic system estimated from Kendrick’s data and other

sources. Tables 22-24 are time series from 1929 to 1969 of

total net capital stocks, gross investment, and depreciation

for the Ü.5. economy, Kendrick’s three sector breakdown

consisting of business, government, and household sectors

was expanded to include a Ü.S. environment sector and a rest

of the world sector. Time series for these sectors were

estimated and are included as "’’able 25, Figures 32-34 are

plots of the net capital stock time series data.

In addition to their interest for general comparison of

capital stock and investment patterns, these data are

necessary for validating the 5-sec+or 0,S, economy-

environment simulation model, which is developed in a

following section. The environment time series was

estimated From Kendrick’s data for the value of land stocks

and da*a on the value of mineral reserves (tables 26 and

27).
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TOTAL
CAPITAL

Figure 32. Time series plot of U.S. business, government,
and household net capital stocks from 1929
to 1969.
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Figure 33. Time series plot of U.S. environmentU.S.
economy, and total U.S. net capital stock
from 1929 to' 1969.
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Time series plot of rest of the world net

capital stocks from 1929 to 1969.
Figure 34
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Fourteen 2e £2.2IL Close! Cestera Input-Out pat Hatrices for 22.63
aña 1222

Figures 3 C ana 36 are 14 sector input-output

transactions matrices for the n.S. economy-environment for

the years *963 an! 1967 with all values converted to their

equivalent in 1 ° 6 F dollars. Rs previously noted, ♦■he system

is considered to be thermodynamically closed with only

energy crossing the system boundaries. finder this setup,

the energy input to the rr.S. economic system derives from

three possible sources, ’’’he first is the net input row of

’-he matrix, which is the dollar value (arrived at through

balance considerations) of the year’s input of solar energy.

The fJ.T. environment sector and the rest of the world sector

(which contains its own environment component) are the only

sectors receiving this inpu*- directly and are, therefore,

the only sectors with an entry in the net input row. ^his

is equivalent to saying that all solar energy is first

absorbed and transformed by the environment before entering

the economic sectors. The current year’s sunlight enters

the economic system as ’’renewable” products of the

environment such as rain, winds, and biomass.

Tome of the sunlight absorbed by the earth ov a r past

eons has been stored in the environment sector in the foruiB

of mineral and soil deposits and landforms. Depletion of

this ’’environmental capital" is the second path for energy

entering the u.S, economy. Industrial societies' use of

fossil fuels is the foremost example of the consumption of



Figure 35. 1963 14-sector transactions matrix with all values
converted to millions of 1967 dollars



Í^WIFOMOT 1 105900 932 4864 387 14672 6715 6332 36704 5373 82102 5892 102023 158994 32781

ivuv :-v;rt;iOALS 2 — 467 7 — 136 4 829 4406 1 44 — 279 19 246

l "ui-¡-j iiCü/jl’Rí 3 — 47 13526 39 1272 3114 856 4696 . 1770 2899 147 1069 9442 1116

fOKESTIW í FIS:!. 4 — — — 39 — — — 1548 — — — — 472 52

/vJkrcuuuRt: 5 — — — 263 15236 — 361 31805 101 3761 — 15 5206 2955

PCUEU HANTS 0 — 165 608 — 197 6125 260 6269 210 4403 254 954 11082 32

asiiiriucriON 7 — 185 1953 6 2041 4014 288 6128 2164 47835 1965 27312 — 2

MANUFACTURING ÍJ — 1289 2912 298 11980 5697 37913 199895 6320 14915 7596 32061 132128 17917

TRANSPORTATION • 9 -- 204 1411 50 1122 660 3005 15700 3608 2102 245 2231 10059 3418

SEITICES 10 — 588 4903 164 9256 1231 13666 37267 4677 63091 4230 8491 233144 3067

amji«GYrioM 13 — 8 40 — 168 83 295 4342 469 16042 3210 1427 9785 263

GüVl'lilieiT 12 ~ 254 4004 219 2396 1988 1357 15067 1557 40781 2667 4 2052 68590 101

households 13 — 173 3 6124 257 7132 5763 33939 135548 19914 137448 14614 61877 116354 36

REST OF Till-: TOÍ1LD 3 4 — 3 it; 199 3 481 754 118 7 13634 2002 373 71 2982 6751 39508082

-316730 149060

85 330 |
1502 2850

62 30

2747 3910

1553 3400

837 2160

13378 8910

1471 2800

3 7571 34400

1470 3340

69370 32 390

67500 153800

-1562448 5899332

44345 I
2203 ;

00302 i

35512 :

15TIÓ'
513200 :

40130 ;
435736

40942 :

13575008

NET INPUT 290100 - - — — — — — — , 4305000

•1CTAL INPUT 396000 6853 44345 2203 66362 35512 99110 513209 48166 435796 12M2 282793 2£2Ml 13875068

M
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Figure 36. 1967 14-sector transactions matrix with all values
converted to millions of 1967 dollars
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the embodied sunlight of past eons. In the matrix this

depletion of environmental assets shows up as a net decrease

in the capital stock of the environment sector over the year

(the change in storage portion of the net output column) .

R third pathway for energy input is through imports

from the res* of the world sector, which is transferred to

the TT.9. economy and shows up as a net import from the rest

of *h e world sector. Input-output tables in dollar terms

have total inputs balanced by total outputs for each sector,

This constraint was utilized in determining many of the

quantities in the tables that, were not measured directly.

The inclusion o^ the environment, households, and government

as endogenous sectors required the copious use of this

identity in deriving estimates. Some of the conceptual and

quantitative approximations necessary to complete the tables

follow.

The n.S. environment sector contains all land, air,

water, and raw materials in the TT.S. Its inputs from the

other n.S. economy sectors consist of "waste products,"

which were assumed *o have a zero value. actually, some

portion o^ the depreciation of the contributing sector

should be counted as an input to the environment, as shown

in ^igure i ft
, lacking any quantative way of making this

distinction, all the depreciation was considered to be a. net

output. The depreciation estimates (from Kendrick 1976) are

summarized in m ables 13 and 14. The environment sector and
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the rest of the world sector, which implicitly contains its

own environment sector, are the only sectors receiving a

direct input (in the ^orm D f sunlight) under this sectoring

scheme. The dollar value of the direct solar input in both

1963 and 196” was estimated, as 299. 1 K9 $, ^rom balance

considerations. ”he self-sales category was assumed to be

the same percentage of total output as in the economic

sectors. m his was 16.4*5 in 1 963 and 14.2K in 1967, and thus

the "self-sales" value for the environment sector was

imputed as 1^5. 9 ^9 $ in 1963 and 98.1 29 $ in 1 967,

The gross investment and depreciation numbers for the

environment sector are critical and largely unknown. An

estimate was made by assuming that the mineral reserve

portion of the environment stock had no investment or

depreciation and that the land portion had investment and

depreciation at the same rate as the economic sectors

expressed as a percentage of net stock (see Tables 13 and

14), The output of the environment sector to the economic

sectors was measured as a residual. The additional value

needed to balance the total output of each sector with the

value of all its purchased inputs (including labor and

crovernment services) was credited to inputs from the

environment.

The 1^6 3 and 196” n. s. economy input-output da^-a from

BED were used to generado the bulk of the U.S. economy

section of the table (United States Department of Commerce
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1967b, 1974a, 1975) , These were supplemented by data from

Kendrick ( 1 97f,) on human and government capital flows. The

sector correspondence used in aggregating the data are given

in Table 15, As noted earlier, the government and household

sectors are endogenous with inputs from the other sectors

measured as government purchases and personal consumption

expenditures, respectively, and outputs estimated as the

percentage o* value added attributable to government and

households. The gross investment of the economy sectors was

partitioned fusing estimates from Kendrick 1976) into

investment to cover depreciation and net change in stock.

The depreciation and change in storage together make up the

total net output.

The rest of the world sector receives the exports and

supplies the imports to *-he O.S. economy. It is considered

to be an aggregate of all the economies and environments

other than the 0,5. Tables 13 and 14 are estimates of the

net capital stock, gross investment and depreciation for the

14 sector breakdown for the years 1963 and 1967. The da 4-a

on gross investment and depreciation were incorporated into

the transactions matrix. Table 15 lists the sector

correspondences between the 14 aggregate sectors and other

breakdowns



Table 13. 1963 aggregate sector net capital stocks, gross investment and depreciation(a)
(in billions of 1967 dollars).

Aggregate Sector

Net

Capitol
Stock

Fraction of
Total U.S.
Net Capital

Stock

Gross
Invest-
ment

Fraction of
Total U.S.

Gross
Investment

Depre-
elation

Fraction
Total U.S

Depre-
elation

1 . Environment 14981.0(c) . 7746 80.67 .1631 80.67 . 2452

2. Raw Materials 3.9 .0002 0.48 . 0010 0.33 .0010

3. Fuel Industry 34.1 .0018 4.17 .0084 2.85 .0087

4. Forestry and
Fisheries 0.4 - 0.05 .0001 0.03 . 0001

5. Agriculture 46.8 .0024 5.72 . 0116 3.91 . 0119

6. Power Plants 40.7 .0021 4.98 .0101 3.40 . 0103

7. Construction 26.1 . 0013 3.19 .0064 2.18 . 0066

8. Manufacturing 106.7 .0055 13.05 . 0264 8.91 .0271

9. Transportation 33.5 .0017 4.10 .0083 2.80 .0085

10. Services 411.8 .0213 50.38 .1018 34.40 .1046

11. Communications 39.9 .0021 4.89 .0099 3.34 .0102

12. Government 1048.7 .0542 101.76 .2057 3 2.39 . 0984

13 . Households 2567.97 .1328 221.3 .4473 153.80 .4675

TOTAL U.S. 19341.5 3.0000 494.73 1.0000 329.0 1.0000
134



Table 13. (continued)

Aggregate Sector

Net

Capital
Stock

Fraction of
Total U.S.
Net Capital

Stock

Gross
Invest-
ment

Fraction of
Total U.S.

Gross
Investment

Depre-
elation

Fraction of
Total U.S.

Depre-
ciation

14. Rest
World

of the

(b) 287984.0 7343.0 4883.0

a. Based on Kendrick's (1976) estimates of Business, Government, and Personal Sector

net capital stocks, gross investment and depreciation (depreciation is gross
investment minus net investment) for 1963 converted to 1967 dollars. The business
sector totals excluding land were distributed to the 10 aggregate business sectors

(2-11) according to data on gross investment by sector in 1963 (United States)
Department of Commerce 1975). The land stock was credited to the environment sector.

b. The rest of the world was assumed to exhibit the same ratios of net capital stock
to gross investment and depreciation as the U.S. The rest of the world net capital
stock for 1963 was estimated at 287084.0 E9 1967$ (see Table 25). Gross investment
was thus 7343 E9 1967$ and depreciation was 4883.0 E9 1967$.

c. See note c to Table 14 and Table 25.

u>
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Table 14. 1967 aggregate sector net capital stocks, gross investment and depreciation(a)
(in billions of 1967 dollars.)

Aggregate Sector

Net

Capital
Stock

Fraction of
Total U.S.
Net Capital

Stock

Gross
Invest-
ment

Fraction of
Total U.S.

Gross
Investment

Depre-
elation

Fraction of
Total U.S.

Depre-
ciation

1 . Environment 13872.0(e) . 7270 74.7 .1280 74.7 .2030

2 . Raw Materials 6.2 . 0003 0.8 .0014 0.5 . 0014

3. Fuel Industry 36.7 .0019 4.9 .0084 3.2 .0087

4. Forestry and
Fisheries 0.8 -

. 1 . 0002 .1 .0003

5. Agriculture 49.1 .0026 6.4 .0110 4.2 . 0114

6. Power Plants 63.2 .0033 8.4 .0144 5.6 .0152

7. Construction 32.3 . 0017 4.3 .0074 2.8 .0076

0 . Manufacturing 174.3 .0091 23.1 .0396 15.3 .0416

9. Transportation 64.2 .0034 8.5
0

.0146 5.7 .0155

10. Services 441.3 .0231 85.5 .1003 38.9 .1057

11. Communications 53.3 .0028 7.1 . 0122 4.7 .0128

12. Government 12 37.5 .0649 119.73 . 2052 33.3 .0905

13. Households 3049.1 .1598 266.9 .4575 179.0 . 4864

TOTAL U.S. 19080.2 1.0000 583.4 1.0000 368.0 1.0000
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Table 14. (continued)

Aggregate Sector

Net

Capital
Stock

Fraction of
Total U.S.
Net Capital

Stock

Gross
Invest-
ment

Fraction of
Total U.S.

Gross
Investment

Depre-
ciation

Fraction of
Total U.S.

Depre-
ciation

14. Rest
World

of the
. (b) 253224.0 5660.0 5463.0

a. Based on Kendrick's (1976) estimates of business, government and personal sector net

capital stocks, gross investment and depreciation for 1967. Net capital is accumulat-
ed gross investment. Depreciation is gross investment minus net investment. The
business sector total excluding land was-distributed, to the 10 aggregate business sectors

according to data on gross investment in 1967 from BEA (United States Department of
Commerce 1975). The land stock was credited to the environment sector.

b. The rest of the world was assumed to exhibit the same ratios of net capital stock to

gross investment and depreciation as the U.S. The rest of the world net capital
stock for 1967 was estimated as 283224 E9 1967$ (See Table 25). Gross investment
was thus 8860 E9 1967$ and depreciation was 5463 E9 1967$.

c. Aside from the value of land, the net capital stock of the environment sector also
includes mineral reserves. Considering only fuel reserves and using a conservative

figure of 2.5 E19 Btu fossil, total recoverable reserves at 188 E3 Btu fossil/1967$
gives a total value of $13298 E9. Added to the land stock value, this yields an

(admitted very approximate) estimate of total environmental stock value of $13872 E9.
This value in conjunction with the fuel consumption figures in Table 27 and the land
value figures in Table 26 were used to estimate the environment sector net capital
time series in Table 25.
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Table 15. Sector correspondence.

Aggregate sector
ERG 90 order

sectors
BEA 357 order

sectors
Leontief (1953)
96 order sectors

2. Raw Materials 10-13 5,6,9,10 22,39,43

3. Fuel Industry 1-3 7,8,31.01 45.50

4. Forestry and Fisheries 7 3 9,54

5. Agriculture 6,8 1,2 1-8

6. Power Plants 4,5 68.01,68.02 52

7. Construction 14,15 11,12 68,69

9. Manufacturing 16-28,30-68,78
87-90

13-25,27-30,31.02,
31.03,32-64,68.03
78-79,81-83

10-21,23-38,40-42
53,55,56,58-67

9. Transportation 69-75 65 70-73

10. Services 9,79-86 4,69-77 74-91

11. Communications 29,76,77 26,66,67 51,57

12. Government 92

13. Households 94
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Ti ve Secto r ü.S. Tcono my Si mulation Model

Figure 37 is an energy flow diagram for a 5-sector IJ.S.

economy-environment-vorld simulation model. The model

breaks the economy into three major components: a business

sector consisting of all the conventional "industrial"

sectors, (sectors 2 - 11 in Tables 13 and 14) a government

sector, and a household sector. These are linked to a 0.5.

environment sector and a "res 4- of the world" sector. mhe

difference equations used to simulate the model are those

given in Figure 2 A
, with n = 5. A FORTRAN listing of the

model is given in Appendix vT
,

The salient features of this model can be summarized as

follows:

(1) m he model is a thermodynamically closed system.

Only energy (in the form of radiation) enters or leaves the

system.

(?) "’he model is holistic in the sense that the entir»

world is included in the model (in a very aggregated way).

(3) rhe model has only one exogenously determined

variable — solar radiation, Models which are intended to

be used for predictive purposes must keep exogenous

variables to a minimum since the model behavior is a direct

function of these variables. It does no good to have a

model that makes accurate predictions based on a large

number of exogenous variables unless those variables can be

predicted accurately. For example, many of the econometric



Figure 37. Energy flow diagram for a 5-sector U.
environment simulation model

S. economy-
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models of the TJ.S. economy depend on exogenously determined

final demand functions. Using these models for prediction

thus involves predicting final demand. The final demand

predictions, in ’•urn, are usually extrapolations o
c pas’-

trends. This makes the models complex rather than simple

extrapolations, a point that is often lost in the

mathematical rigor of the models. There should be little

trouble predicting solar intensity, however.

(4) The model implicitly contains both supply and

demand considerations based on the marginal embodied energy

productivities of the sectors.

( r ) The model is nonlinear with feedback. All sectors

are (potentially) connected to all other sectors.

(6) mhe model evolves or changes its structure through

time in an attempt to maintain an optimum pattern. The

fitness criterion for this model is the "maximum power"

principle of lotka (1922) .

Parameter es t imat es. Th® data used in estimating the

model's parameters (If in all) and initial conditions (5 in

all) have been presented in a previous section. The

14-sector input-output 'Transactions matrices (Figures 35 and

36) were aggregated to 5 sectors. Essentially, this

involved collapsing sectors 2-11 into one sector. "he

aggregated matrices are shown in Figures 38 and 39, As

previously noted,the small number of years of detailed data



Figure 38. 1963 5-sector transactions matrix with all values
converted to millions of 1967 dollars



NET INPUT 290100 — — — 4305000 4595100

TOTAL INPUT 396000 1292448 282448 762026 43875068
,

46608335
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Figure 39. 1967 5-sector transactions matrix with all values
converted to millions of 1967 dollars



MET INPUT 290100 — — — 4305000 4595100

TOTAL INPUT 397136 1544900 349455 972946 42140077 45405844
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available male a regression fit of the parameters

impossible. The parameters were estimated by taking the

average values generated from the two years of 1-0 data as

initial estimates and then ’’fine tuning” the least well

known parameters by fitting the simulation results to known

time series data. m his was done using a manual directed

search technique (known in the vernacular as ’’trial and

error”). Sensitivity of the model to certain parameters v?s

also noted. Table 16 lists the initial estimates of the

model parameters (a^, b^j and c ¿) . Estimating the a^

required information on the solar energy input to the 0.S»

environment and the rest of the world (E^ and E 5 , E 2 ~e^ were

assumed equal to n ). "hese values were estimated as 44.3

and 657,7 (E18 kcal/yr, respectively) based on data from

Budyko (18”8) and relative area figures,

"he dollar value of the direct inputs ware estimated as

29 r and 4305 (E 9 1957 $ # respectively). The a^ were

estimated from the model relation:

7■ = a■ E■ Q ■ / 1 + a■ Q^ where Vj = value of the

direct input fin billions of 196” S/yr)

E. = energy of direct input (in E15 kcal solar/yr)

solving por yields:

a^ = / Q-¡_(7j_ - Ej_). Similarity, the b¿j parameters

were estimated from the 1963 and 1967 intersector flow data,

from the model relations:
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Y±j = b— Qi Qj / 1 + ^ij^i where Yj_j = value of flow

from sector j to sector i (in billions of 1967 $/vr)

Q ^
= net capital stock of sector i (in billions of 1967

$) solving for the b^j yields:

b^j = -Yj_j / í ? ij
“ Qj)- The c^ vrere estimated, from

the model relations:

N. = Q-¡_ where: = net outflow for sector i (in

billions o c 1°67 t/yr)

Ct = net capital stock of sector i (in billions of

196"7 ?) solving for c^ yields:

C. =11. / Q.

The initial estimates of the parameters (using the

above relations and the average of values obtained from the

196? and 196'T input-output data in Figures 38 and 39) are

given in Table 16. Tn the section to follow on simulation

results, the parameter values actually used in each run are

given along with the plots. The sensitivity of the model to

changing selected parameters are discussed.

Simulation results . Figure 49 is a plot of the model’s

output over the period from 1929 to 2030, This run employed

the coefficients given in the accompanying figure legend,
m

o fit the model to the historical data as closely as

possible, the least well known of the coefficients were

varied from the initial estimates. Thase were the

coefficients governing inputs from the environment sector to



Table 16. Initial Parameter Estimates
*

i—1ll*H i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5

Parameter U.S. Environment Business Government Households Rest of the World

a.
r

4.58 E-7 0 0 0 2.31 E-8

b. .

ID
j = 1 4.942 E--7 1.274 E-5 6.753 E-6 5.283 E-6 3.505 E-8

j = 2 - 10.252 E-3 9.988 E-5 4.167 E-4 6.516 E-7

j = 3 - 9.494 E-5 3.644 E-5 2.542 E-5 1.464 E-9

j - 4 ■- 2.134 E-4 2.289 E-5 1.703 E-5 2.316 E-10

j = 5 1.058 E-8 4.378 E-7 r. 87 0 E-8 4.724 E0 8 5.12 E-7

c .

i
. 006 .086 .029 .021
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the economic sectors, (b-i, ^31' ^41^ internal transactions

within the sectors fh^) , flows from business to government

^23 r “32^ ' ar ’ depreciation rates. It also became

necessary for stability reasons to multiply one of the

partial fierivitaves in + he decision structure by a small

factor. this F actor is labeled s and is listed with the

otter parameters. The model was very difficult to adjust

due to its nonlinear equations and the discontinuous nature

of its time behavior. These features made computerized

parameter optimization techniques relatively useless and

necessitated many hours of manual adjustment. It also

produced an exceedingly ’’rich" model, or one capable of

exhibiting many distinct types of behavior, depending on the

values of the coefficients. Only a very limited set of

coefficients produced results that coincided with the

historical behavior of the system, however.

Comparison o c the model’s output (Figure 4^ ) with the

historical behavior of the system from 1929 to 1969 (Figures

32-34 replotted on Figure 4") shows that the model

reproduces the general behavior of the real system over this

period. The flat response of the business sector during the

depression and World War II (1929-1945) followed bv the

postwar boom is accurately reflected in the model. The

rapid increase in government assets during the war and post-

war leveling are a’so indicated. Households, environment,

and the rest of the world all exhibit the same smooth
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behavior in the model and in the historical data. "he

"goodness o
c tit” for this run was addressed using linear

regression models with the historical data for the business,

government, and household sectors from 1929 to 1969 as

dependent variables and the model’s output for this period

as independent variables. This allowed separation of the

model’s ability to explain +he direction of change {given by

the P square values) from the magnitude of change fgiven by

the coefficients of the independent variables). These

statistics are listed in Table 17.

This run of the model projects a leveling of economic

assets a4- around the year 2°9 n and a subsequent steady state

with small oscillations. Figure U1 shows a continuation of

this run from 293° to 219”. Over this period, the model

predicts a gradual decline in economic assets due to the low

levels remaining environmental assets.

"he fouth Florida

2S.§.sured Fmbodied Haps

Figures 42 - 44 are maps of the estimated embodied

energy intensities (total embodied energy divided by land

area) for south Florida for 1909, 1953, and 19'7 3

respectively. m he 199 ” ma p provided initial conditions for

the south Florida simulation model and the 1953 and 1973



Figure 40. Simulation results for the 5-sector U
economy-environment simulation model,
used the following coefficients
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Figure 41. Continuation of the simulation run in Figure 40
to the year 2131
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Table 17. U.S. economy-environment simulation model

performance statistics for the 1929-1969

period.

Sector R square PR>F Regression
Coefficient

2 Business .981 . 0001 .410

3 Government . 959 .0001 .614

4 Households .939 . 0001 .836

Average .960 .0001 .620



Figure 42. Embodied energy intensity map for
south Florida for 1900 estimated
from the 1900 land use map
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Figure 43. Embodied energy intensity map for
south Florida for 1953 estimated
from the 1953 land use map
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Figure 44. Embodied energy intensity map for
south Florida for 1973 estimated
from the 1973 land use map
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maps ware used to validate the model. The maps indicate

that in the everglades area south of Lake Okeechobee

represented the highest embodied energy intensities, while

coastal areas had relatively low values. Urbanization in

the region has concentrated in the east and (to a lesser

extent) west coastal areas and also at Key west and Orlando,

leading to higher embodied energy values in those areas in.

19 53 and in’7 !. These data represented the primary input to

the 91-cell south Florida Emulation model.

Ni ne ty One Tell S2^th Florida 5£atial Simulation Model

The changing patterns o^ land use in south Florida have

been extensively documented. A detailed historical sequence

of land use maps and supporting material have been prepared.

It therefore represented a logical choice for a spatial

simulation study. As previously noted, the region was

broken into 98, 16 by 16 mile cells for the simulation.

Three additional cells, one representing the ü. S,

environment, one for the n.S. economy, and one for the rest

of the world were also included. The model used in this

study was the general, power maximizing model outlined

earlier. "’he difference equations used to simulate the

model are those in figure 2 n with n = 91. A FORTRAN listing

of the model is given in Appendix TIT.

"’his application can be viewed as merely a different

way of grouping the TT. S. economy-environment model, It
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therefore retains all the major features of the U.Í5. economy

model vfith the addition of the spatial dimension.

Parameter es tim ates» For this application ev«n

preliminary estimates of the parameters were not available,

since + his would have required detailed transactions da f a

be+ween all 91 of the model’s components. To estimate the

8281 intercell transfer coefficients certain simplifying

relationships were therefore assumed. The first was that,

the ■’Transfer coefficient between any two cells is a function

of the distance between the cells. This is essentially the

"gravity model" approach. There is a fair amount of

empirical evidence supporting this kind of relationship

based on increasing costs of transport with distance. For

exchanges within the region the transfer coefficient was

made proportional to the inverse square of the physical

distance between the cells. For exchanges with the g.s.

environment, economy, and rest of the world the physical

distance was adjusted with a "coastal modifier" parameter

which made the e ffective distance from the coastal cells to

areas outside th® region lower. This accounted for the

lower transport costs over water. In principle it is the

transport costs which determine effective distance (and this

the transfer coefficient) and any barriers or corridors in

the spatial field should be accounted for. A detailed

listing of the parameter values used in the final model runs

is included in Appendix VII»
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*

Siablation resales. Figure 45, a-k shows maps of the

model’s output over the period from 1900 to 2000. "'bese may

he compare^ with the measured embodied energy intensity maps

for 1°53 (Figure 42) and 1973 (Figure 44). The model does a

fairly good job o^ duplicating the historical time sequence

given only the initial (190 n ) conditions and the solar

energy input to the system. Other environmental energy

inputs to the region (such as rain, wind, and tides) are

considered to be the result of exchanges between the local

cells and the ü,S. and rest of the world environment cells

and are calculated internally in the model. The rapid

growth on the east coast and, to a lesser extent, on the

west coast and at Key West was a result in the model of

exchanges of these cells with the Ü.S. economy cell, which

of course was growing exponentially over this period.

As with the 15.5. economy simulation, linear regression

models were used to address the ’’goodness of fit” of the

sou*h Florida model, Here the 83 land; use cells for 1953

and 1973 were used as observations (rather than time series)

with the measured data as the dependent variable and the

model’s output as the independent variable. These

statistics are listed in Table 1R.

Owing to the nonlinear, discontinuous nature of ’•he

model, the lack of good initial estimates on the parameter

values, and the large number of state variables, this model

was very difficult to ’’fit” to the historical data,
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Figure 45. Simulation results for the 91-cell
south Florida spatial model
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Table 18. South Florida simulation model performance
statistics for 1953 and 1973.

Year R square PR>F Regression
Coefficient

1953 . 677 .0001 . 522

1973 .717 . 0001 .411

Average . 697 .0001 .467



Computerized parameter optimization was out of the question

and manual adjustment of the parameters combined with

judgment gained through experience was necessary. For thes

reasons, the results presented here are not necessarily thi

model’s "best fit." More time spent adjusting the

parameters coul* no doubt improve the results but this

effort must be weighed against the increased benefit of a

slightly better fit. Che adjustment process was terminated

when the mode"? had demonstrated a "reasonably" good fit

given the added difficulty of this type of modelling over,

say, multiple linear regression models. It must be

remembered that this model receives as input only the

initial conditions and the solar energy input over the

period (considered to be constant) and develops a very

complex pattern of land use which reflects at least the

flavor o p reality based on its attempt to maximize power.
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The Case for a Const art. Embodied Energy to Dollar Ratio

Che results of this study generally support the

hypothesis that there exists a constant ratio of total

embodied energy (as defined here) to economic value as

determined in a competitive market, both cross-sectionally

and intertemporally, "here are three main lines of evidence

supporting the hypofhesis. The first involves studies of

the detailed input-output structure of the economy at a

specific time.

The input-output technique is useful in assessing the

total direct and indirect energy necessary to produce goods

and services in an economy. This dissertation contains

results of modifications to *he input-output method for

obtaining energy intensities (Herendeen and Bullard 1974),

The modifications were aimed at achieving consistency with

the boundary definitions of the economy. The results (Table

20 and the summary statistics in tables 8 and 9) indicate

that inclusion of labor and government services feedbacks

significantly reduce the variation in energy intensities and

increase their average magnitude, while inclusion of solar

energy inputs increase both the variation and magnitudes.

Table 8 allows comparison of the statistics of calculated
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energy intensities ^or four alternatives concerning the

treatment of labor an! government services an! solar energy

inputs. Comparison of the two alternatives without solar

energy inputs shows a reduction in the coefficient of

variation from 3.43 to 1.2 with the inclusion of labor and

government services feedbacks, and a corresponding increase

from 1,86 to 5.16 85 Btu fossil/S in the mean energy

intensity. Similarly, the two alternatives with solar

energy show a reduction in the coefficient of variation from

4,61 to 2with the inclusion of labor and government

services feedbacks, and a corresponding increase from 5.45

E5 to 12,20 ™i Btu fossil/* in the mean energy intensity.

Comparison of the two alternatives without labor and

government services feedbacks shows an increase in the

coefficient o ? variation from 3.4? to 4,61 with the

inclusion of solar energy inputs and a corresponding

increase from 1.85 E5 to 5,45 85 Btu fossil/S in the mean

energy intensity. Similarly, the two alternatives with

labor and government services feedbacks show an increase in

the coefficient of variation from 1.2 to 2.0 with the

inclusion of solar energy inputs and a corresponding

increase from 5.16 85 to 12. 2 n E5 Btu fossil/* in the mean

energy intensity.

Rs noted earlier, the distribution of solar energy

inputs to the economic sectors is imperfectly known and only

a crude approximation was used in this study. since the
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total magnitude of solar energy absorbed by the 9,5, in 1967

was fairly well known, the inclusion of solar energy in the

manner adopted in this study may have distorted the

distribution but no* the total magnitude of embodied solar

energy due to imperfect knowledge of the input distribution.

For example, the total primary energy intensity of forestry

and fisheries products (sector 7) is an extreme outlier at

238,61 E5 Btu fossil/S compared to a mean of 12,2 E5 Btu

fossil/$ in Table 29, alternative D. This is probably due

to an overestimate of the solar energy input to this sector

relative to other sectors.

The statistics on the total primary energy intensities

are somewhat misleading due to their non-normal

distribution. Figures 25 and 26 are frequency plots of the

total primary energy intensities given in "able 2 n
, which

demonstrate clearly that the numbers are much more clustered

than the statistics indicate, Tf the outliers are

eliminated by excluding the primary energy sectors (sectors

1-7) From the statistics, then the means, standard

deviations, and coefficients of variation for the total

primary energy intensities in ’"able 8 drop significantly,

For example, alternative D’s mean drops to 8.5 E5 Btu

fossil/S with a standard deviation of 3. 49 F5 and a

coefficient 0 f variation of 9.41,

Translating the data into a regression format

highlights more clearly the nature of the relationships.
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Figures 27-30 show the relationships between the total

energy (direct plus indirect) input to the sectors and the

total dollar output por each of the four alternatives on

labor, government, and solar energy. Table 9 summarizes the

regression statistics. It is clear from these results that

if labor and government, services are included in the

calculations, the total (direct plus indirect) energy input

explains a significant percentage of the variation in sector

dollar output. For the best case (excluding the energy

sectors) over 991S of the variation in sector dollar output,

could be explained with variation in total embodied energy

input, ^his Is the same as saying that the ratio of

embodied energy to dollars Is nearly constant.

The primary energy sectors (sectors 1-7) are outliers.

Primary energy Inputs can thus be said to be "underpriced”

in that their dollar costs do not reflect their embodied

energy cos’-s or their competitive market value.

Many conceptual and empirical refinements to hhe

technique remain to be made, There are still problems with

capital flows, incomplete coverage, joint products, and

transfers, and there is the need for much better data, on 1 he

distribution of renewable energy inputs. Better data on the

allocation of value added to labor and government are also

needed. If this point, however, the following conclusions

can be drawn from the input-output study of total energy

costs:
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(1) When al? energy inputs ant? feedbacks are accounted

for, there 5s a very close cross-sectional relationship

between total (direct plus indirect) energy cost and

competitive market value. This is the same as saying that

the ratio o p embodied energy to dollars, for competitive

sectors, is nearly constant,

(2) The outputs of the primary energy sectors are

"underpriced" in terms of both their embodied energy cost

and their f ree market value.

The second 15re of evidence for a constant embodied

energy to dollar ratio deals with time series of this ratio

in real dollar terms for *he aggregate 0.S, economy. Table

21 and Figure 31 are examples of this time series for the

years 1920 to 1916. The relative constancy of the ratio is

striking, at least for the 1940 to 1976 period. There are

several possible explanations for the apparently declining

ratio during the 1 Q 20 to 1940 period.

(1) "here are problems with converting to constant

(equivalent purchasing power) dollars with the older data

due to changes in the product mix and quality and changes in

accounting conventions,

(2) An embodied energy theory of economic value requires

the total energy to real GNP ratio remain constant, Figure

31 gives only the mineral fuels, hydro and nuclear energy

inputs to the economy while ignoring energy inputs c
rom

direct capture of solar energy and embodied solar energy in
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rain, winds, and o*her environmental forces. The period

1929-1945 was one o c rapid expansion of agriculture,

forestry and fishery operations which involved capturing

more "natural” energy for the economy. This additional

input required less mineral fuels to be burned to produce *

dollar o^ GUP, By 1945, the expansion had reached a limi 4-

and the solar energy input to the economy remained nearly

constant over the 1^45-1976 period. Any long term trend in

the solar energy input to the rj.S, (as evidenced by the

long term globa 1 warming trend over this period) could also

contribute to a declining ratio, A noisy solar energy

contribution to the economy could also explain some of the

noise in the time series.

(1) The quality factors used to convert the different

types of mineral ruels, and *-he hydro and nuclear power into

equivalent units could be in error. Since the percentage

use of each fuel type has changed dramatically since 1920

this could lead to unwanted trend in the data, For example,

coal was the primary mineral energy source in 1920 (at 78*?

of the total). mhe data assumed that a kcal of coal is

equivalent (quality factor = 1) to a kcal of oil, but oil’s

convenience and burnability mean that a larger percentage of

its kcals are actually available for use. Also, less energy

had to be invested in the biogeologic processes of making

coal than oil. "'hus coal has less embodied energy ♦•han oil

(its qualify factor is lower) and more kcal of coal should
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have to be burner! to produce a dollar of real GNP than kcal

of oil. This could show up in the data as an apparent

increase in energy use efficiency. Failure to properly take

into account the quality ^actors of the various forms of

energy, combined with a pronounced trend in the percentages

of each form used, can lead to a trend in *he energy to GNP

ratio. Along these same lines, the depletion of virgin

forests and mineral and soil deposits are energy inputs to

the economy whose omission could lead to trend in the energy

to GNP ratio.

A third line of evidence for a constant embodied energy

to GNP ratio deals with international comparisons of data on

GNP and energy consumption. Darmstadter has taken the lead

in these studies (Darmstadter 1971, Darmstadter, Dunkerly

and Altermann 197"’, and Darmstadter, Dunkerly and Altermann

1978) . ^n the latter paper data on the fossil energy to

gross domestic product (GBP) are presented for 9

industrialized countries for 1972. Tha authors conclude

that there are major differences in the energy/GBP ratios

for the countries and trace the cause to differences in

energy prices. ’’’hev also note a close inverse correlation

between their energy/GBP ratio and the import dependence of

the country. Countries like Canada (a net exporter) and the

U.S. (127 imports in 1972) with low import dependence had

high energy/GBP ratios, Counfri.es which import most of

their fossil fuel (Japan, France, Italy) had low energy/GDP
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ratios, ir. alternative explanation for this relationship

can be formulated in terras of embodied energy. Imported oil

has more energy (the energy reguired for transportation)

embodied in it than domestic oil. Thus if one calculated

the embodied energy/GDP ratios for the nine countries, they

would find more nearly constant values. The postulated

equivalence between embodied energy and dollar cost

manifests itself in the fac4- that energy prices are higher

in the countries with a larger percentage of their fossil

energy coming from imports (which have higher embodied

energy costs).

Darmstadter, Dunkerly and Alterman (1 Q 7i) also

presented a ’4 coiintry survey of energy consumption versus

GDP. "’hey ^ound a high (P square = 0.85) correlation

between GDP and fossil and hydro energy consumption {or a

relatively constant energy/GDP rati o) . Their survey covers

only the more industrialized nations so their inclusion of

only fossil and hydro energy was an adequate approximation

of total energy consumption. They also presented time

series da*a on the energy/GP'r> ratio for 5 of the countries

from 1 Q 61 to 1914 which show the relative constancy of the

ratio through time.

"’aken together, the preceding data and arguments

provide significant evidence *or a very close relationship

between total embodied energy and economic market value bath

cross-sectionally and xnter^emporally. "’his is a reasonable
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outcome c rom both an energetic and an economic point of view

if energy is given its rightful thermodynamic role as the

ultimate scarce resource. Since all things are forms of

embodied energy, there is no possibility for substitution of

"something else" for this input. An economic system

concerned with the optimum allocation of this all-

encompassing scarce resource will set prices according to

embodied energy cost.

Con clusions and Predictions from the Simulation yod els

Both the TT.S. economy-environment and south Florida

simulation models were capable o F approximating the

historical behavior of the respective systems based on solar

energy inputs and a power-maximizing decision structure.

Due to the inherent difficulty of adjusting the models, no

systematic parameter optimization was attempted. therefore,

the results cannot necessarily be considered as the "best"

approximations of which these models are capable. The

results do indicate the potential and some of the problems

with this type of modeling, however. For example, there are

several models potentially capable of approximating the

historical behavior of the TT.S. economy at the level of

aggregation used in this study. The most popular has been

the simple exponential growth model. Generally, the
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simplest model capable of reproducing the system’s behavior

is considered to be the "best." '’'his is not necessarily

true, however, if +he criterion is a general understanding

of the system , and thus predictive ability. For example,

Newtonian physics is simpler than relativistic physics but

not as general. A more complete understanding of the system

is possible with relativity. Newtonian mechanics represents

a special case which is nonetheless very useful,

che exponential growth model can be viewed as a special

case of the more general biological growth models applicable

only during a limited phase of the growth cycle. In the

same sense, the power-maximizing models developed in this

study can be viewed as more general statements of biological

growth models, intended to take into account evolutionary

changes in the internal connectivity structure of the

system.

It is clear that predictive models must limit their

exogenous variables to those which can be predicted. In the

simulation models presented here, solar energy input (which

can be assumed to be constant with a high degree of

confidence) and the initial conditions are the only

exogenous variables, "he models predict behavior which is

consistent with the ultimate thermodynamic limits faced by

all systems.

The major problems with the models involved the lack of

systematic methods of fitting them to historical data, and
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the resultant, time intensity and uncertainty concerning

their use. In this study approximately 1000 man-hours were

spent developing and adjusting the models, and it is certain

that another 10 00 could have led to better results, This

time intensity of even moderately sized nonlinear simulation

models has been a major stumbling block for many studies,

It is also apparent that linearization or other

simplifications to sidestep the problems are not adequate,

This represents a major area where mathematical and computer

science research could prove fruitful.

Embod ied Energy Ana lysis and Eco no mics

The results of this study indicate an intimate

connection between the input-output embodied energy concept

and the behavior of economic systems. The importance of

energy flow in biological systems is well known and there is

no reason to suspect that humanity and its habitat are

immune to thermodynamic limitations. The constant embodied

energy to dollar ratio (when embodied energy is calculated

using the input-output approach) may indicate that the

market and price mechanism have evolved as a relatively

inexpensive way for humans to guantify the total

thermodynamic cost of alternative actions, and to act

accordingly. Thus energy flow is the primary concern of

economic systems.
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Some potential uses of the embodied energy concept in

dealing with combined economic-ecologic systems were

presented. "'he range of possibilities is enormous, however,

and there is already a large literature of applications

using similar ideas. As our economic systems approach the

limits of the stored environmental assets, explicit

consideration of energy flows can only become more

important.



APPENDIX I

SOUTH FLORIDA LAND USE DATA
CONVERTED TO EMBODIED ENERGY UNITS



Table 19. South Florida land use data.

Cell
No.

1900
Embodied

Energy

(xlO
L2

CE)

1953
Embodied
Energy

(x10
12

CE)

197 3
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1 12.82 13.10 96.1

2 12.85 33.17 71.83

3 18.30 18.20 17.10

4 22.42 25.52 36.66

5 9.85 14.10 11.40

6 15.06 13.97 13.56

7 9.49 11.60 13.60

8 11.00 12.10 9.97

9 11.30 9.20 10.20

10 4.48 10.10 15.90

11 16.7 0 20.10 15.00

12 16.70 17.80 11.90

Land
Area

(xlO
3

128
ac cells)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

0.85 28.51 81.54

0.98 28.51 81.28

0.97 28.28 81.54

1.80 28.28 81.28

0.74 28.05 81.54

1.68 28.05 81.28

0.78 27.82 81.54

1.28 27.82 81.28

0.92 27.82 81.02

0.36 27.59 81.54

1.28 27.59 81.28

1.26 27.59 81.02



Table 19. (continued) .

Cell
No.

1900
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1953
Embodied

Energy

(xl0
12

CE)

1973
Embodied

Energy

(xl0
12

CE)

13 4.48 4.82 2.96

14 16.70 13.90 12.60

15 16.7 0 16.00 9.82

16 15.95 14.87 17.50

17 19.62 17.54 10.47

18 12.33 6.66 38.50

19 4.34 4.10 3.51

20 13.10 13.40 10.40

21 12.10 13.10 10.80

22 6.15 4.81 5.97

23 19.10 13.60 12.20

24 19.19 13.00 47.56

Land
Area

i
3

128
: cells)

Latitude
( ° N)

Longitude
(°W)

0.50 27.36 81.54

1.28 27.36 81.28

1.28 27.36 81.02

1.39 27.36 80.76

1.46 27.36 80.50

0.90 27.36 80.24

0.50 27.13 81.54

1.28 27.13 81.28

1.28 27.13 81.02

1.28 27.13 80.76

1.28 27.13 80.50

1.43 27.13 8 0.24

194



Table 19. (continued).

Cell
No.

1900
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1953
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1973
Embodied

Energy

(xl0
12

CE)

25 7.27 8.69 6.95

26 14.20 9.35 15.20

27 13.60 10.80 17.60

28 12.20 12.10 9.38

29 19.00 20.50 27.30

30 3.48 3.72 6.12

31 32.70 33.50 33.00

32 21.10 19.00 12.60

33 7.13 15.20 59.00

34 0.4 9 1.78 0.40

35 10.80 12.50 15.40

36 15.00 55.60 83.60

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

Land
Area

(10
3

128
ac cells)

0.57 26.90 82.06

1.10 26.90 81.80

1.24 26.90 81.54

1.28 26.90 81.28

1.28 26.90 81.02

1.28 26.90 80.76

1.28 26.90 80.50

1.28 26.90 80.24

0.53 26.90 79.98

0.05 26.67 82.32

0.79 26.67 82.06

1.18 26.67 81.80
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Table 19. (continued).

Cell
No.

1900
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

19 5 3
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1973
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

37 15.80 11.80 20.10

38 19.50 19.10 16.00

39 21.80 22.20 12.10

40 40.4 0 45.50 50.30

41 44.80 45.90 52.60

42 29.90 32.10 31.10

43 6.35 44.40 113.00

44 2.25 3.99 8.39

45 14.10 14.60 27.50

46 16.20 17.30 30.30

47 14.80 16.00 20.30

48 17.30 18.00 15.50

Land
Area

i
3

128
: cells)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

1.28 26.67 81.54

1.28 26.67 81.28

1.28 26.67 81.02

1.28 26.67 80.76

1.28 26.67 81.50

1.28 26.67 80.24

0.59 26.67 79.98

0.16 26.44 82.06

0.96 2 6.44 81.80

1.28 26.44 81.54

1.28 26.44 81.28

1 . 28 26.44 81.02
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Table 19. (continued).

Cell
No.

1900
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1953
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1973
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

49 42.80 41.80 4 3.80

50 44.30 44.90 46.20

51 31.60 40.30 41.10

52 4.40 21.60 62.10

53 9.72 12.60 73.70

54 27.20 27.00 28.00

55 22.00 23.20 29.30

56 16.00 16.40 16.70

57 34.20 27.40 34.10

58 44.00 41.90 43.80

59 30.20 41.70 107.00

60 3.58 25.00 107.00

Land
Area

i
3

128
: cells)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

1.28 26.44 80.76

1.28 26.44 80.50

1.28 26.44 80.24

0.48 26.44 79.98

0.67 26.21 81.80

1.28 26.21 81.54

1.28 26.21 81.28

1.28 26.21 81.02

1.28 26.21 81.76

1.28 26.21 80.50

1.28 26.21 80.24

0.31 26.21 79.98
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Table 19. (continued).

Cell
No.

1900
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1953
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1973
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE

61 4.52 3.81 4.72

62 19.60 18.50 19.90

63 18.30 19.60 19.00

64 11.10 11.30 11.50

65 26.90 28.50 32.00

66 42.80 42.90 41.60

67 22.40 84.00 257.00

68 2.38 36.00 49.30

69 16.55 16.11 15.98

70 14.00 13.50 13.20

71 20.40 20.30 25.70

72 31.90 36.80 51.80

Land
Area

I
3

128
: cells)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

0.22 25.98 81.80

0.94 25.98 81.54

1.25 25.98 81.28

1.28 25.98 81.02

1.28 25.98 80.76

1.28 25.98 80.50

1.26 25.98 80.24

0.16 25.98 79.98

0.69 25.75 81.28

1.27 25.75 81.02

1.28 25.75 80.76

1.28 25.75 80.50
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Table 19. (continued).

Cell
No.

1900
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1953
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1973
Embodied
Energy

(xl0
12

CE

73 11.20 113.00 264.00

74 0.51 16.50 5.55

75 25.97 25.30 24.90

76 24.10 24.90 24.60

77 10.20 35.30 39.10

78 5.03 11.20 100.00

79 19.01 18.15 17.94

80 20.40 20.40 19.90

81 10.90 9.68 9.66

82 4.99 4.88 58.30

83 5.40 4.16 24.92

84 5.23 6.68 17.85

Land
Area

>
3

128
: cells)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

0.89 25.75 80.24

0.03 25.75 79.98

1.31 25.52 81.02

1.28 25.52 80.76

1.28 25.52 80.50

0.47 25.52 80.24

0.88 25.29 81.02

1.11 25.29 80.76

0.87 25.29 80.50

0.24 25.29 80.24

0.20 25.06 80.50

0.20 24.83 81.02
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Table 19. (continued).

Cell
No.

1900
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

19 5 3
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

1973
Embodied

Energy

(x10
12

CE)

Land
Area

(10
3

128
ac cells)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

85 1.00 0.83 2.47 0.03 24.83 80.76

86 2.51 16.54 29.66 0.07 24.60 81.80

87 3.83 3.62 8.07 0.14 24.60 81.54

88 1.01 0.96 1.58 0.04 24.60 81.28
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APPENDIX II

ANALOG COMPUTER DIAGRAM FOR THE

TWO COMPONENT EXCHANGE MODEL



Figure 46. Analog computer diagram for
the two component exchange
model
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APPENDIX III

FORTRAN LISTING FOR THE
25-CELL SPATIAL MODEL



c
c

c
c
c

25 CELL SPATIAL SI Hi? LATI ON MODEL

DISENSION ED (25,25) . Y (25,25) ,Q (251 , Ef25) , AR (25)
DISENSION P (25) , D (2 Sj^DLAT (25) ,DLONj25)
DIMENSION F I Í 2^f
DIMENSION A (25
DIMENSION IS(1

5) ,F2 (25),F3 (25) ¿F4 (25)

l)f dfl(k) (25) #X(5s) #IR (5 ' 5) ' z (9)

ASSUME CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS FOR THIS RUN

DO 10 1=1,25
-=. 94

to
C
C
C
C
C

241

READ LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF CENTROID OF
EACH CELL (IN DEGREEG NORTH AND WEST)(1
INITIAL STORAGE LEVELS, AND LAND ARE

WRITE(6,241

u OF EACH CELL

WRITE (6. 241)
FORMAT (' 1 »,2'X, , I*,4X: ’DLAT(T) *

. 4X ,
’ DLON (I) • ,4X ,

• Q (I) •
,

15X,*AR (I) *,5X* , CM(I) ^,5X,*QINT^)
DO 200 1=1.25
READ (5,20 1) DLAT (I) , DLON (T) ,Q(I) ,AR(I) ,CM(I)
Q1HT=Q (I) /XR (I)
WRITE (6,2 40) I, DLAT (I) , DLON (I) , Q (I) , AR (I) , CM (I) , QINT

240 FORMAT (f5,6El?5.3)
201 FORMAT (5F10.3)
200 CONTINUE
C

READ (5,250) (Z (I) ,1=1,9)
250 FORMAT (9F6. 0)
C

READ (5,26 0) (IS (I) ,1 = 1,1 0)
260 FORMAT (10 A1)
C CALCULATE IKTERCELt DISTANCES
C

DO 202 1=1,25
DO 203 J= 1, 25

^ED ( jDLAT(I) -DLAT(J) ) *6 9.5 256) **2* ( (DLON (I) -DLON(J) )

203 CONTINUE’
202 CONTINUE
c c
C ASSUME CONSTANT EXTERNAL INPUTS FOR EACH CELL



DO 210 1*1,25
E
DOft- m

11 J= 1, 25
Y (I, J) *1.
IF(ED (I, J) .LE.O) GO TO 215
EDtl,dl = B (I)/ED(T,J)
GO TO 211
ED
COI
CONTI HOE

) (I,J) = B (I)
)H?IN UE

215
211
210
C
C INITIALIZE AND RON
C

100

330
350
30
29

4 10

430
450

FT=30.
IPR= 1
DT=1.
PT=0.
T=0.
GO TO 601
T=T+DT
DO 29 1*1 .25

DM=AJI) 4É Cl)/ ( (1. +A (I) *Q (I)) **2)
DO 30 J= 1,2 5
X I*ED í J, if *Q (J)/(1 + BD(J,I) *Q(J) )
IFÍI.EQ. 0} XI=0
IF (I. EQ. JIGO TO 330
QI*ED(I,J
GO TO 350O^TO <3^0 *° (I ' J) *Q(T ) )**2)

QI=(ED(I, J) *0 (I) * (2*ED (I,J) *Q (I) ) ) /(1 + ED (I, J) *Q (I) ) **2
D (I)=D fl) 4QI+XI
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 40 1=1
F1 II
F4 (I
F2 m=0.
DO 42 J=1.2 5
IF II. EQ. J J GO TO 430
DI=D(I)* 1. 1
IF (Dl*-D (J)) 410,430,4 30

¡áWífo-
?iííf2.í|(í)I +T

,(í?i) , * 0( ', ’ /(ED(I ’ J, * Q(I, * 1 ' )

JE jIJ *Q(I)/{1 . + A (I) *Q (I) )
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42
40
C
C
C

50
C
c

600

C
C
C
601
111

110
120
C
180

146
145

150

F3 (J) ~F3 (J) +Y (I, J)
COSTINOS
COSTINOE

CALCULATE NEW LEVELS

DO 50 1=1,25
cÍí&TNiÍíP +DT* (F 1 {I) * F2 (I> “ F3 (I) ‘ F4 (I) 1

CHECK TIHE AND PRINT RESULTS IF NECESSARY
IT=PT+.0001
IF(IPR-IT)601,601,600
PT=PT+DT
GO TO 100

HAPPING ROOTINE

WRITE (6,1 111
FORHAT f* 1«,2X. , I ,

f 5X,'Q (II *
,

1 * F3 (It ' ,5X, *F4 (I) *,5x,*D(l) '

DO 120 1=1,25
ICI1 *,5X

DO 120 f=1
WRITE
FOBHA
CONTINUE

5X, * F1 (I) • ,51,

íWJÍtaíí?» ,F1{I) ,F2(I) ,F3 (I) ,F4 (I)

DO 145 K=1,5
DO 146 L=1,5
IA (K,L) =TS (1)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 150 1=1,25
K=5. 01~((DLATfI)-L=5.Q1~((DLON(lj-
IF (Q (I) /AR (I) .LT<
IF
IF (Q

). V I ■” ( I ULUH III

(Q (I1/AR {1} -LT
0(T)/AR I) . GE
Qm/AR I) .GE

27
•8

l/AR I
/A R (I

IF (Oil
if(5(i
IF CQ (I
IF(Q(I]

I
/AR
/AR (I
/AR (I

GE,
.GE

/AR I .GE

COSTINOS
TX=T

GE,
.GE,
.GE.
.GE,

1
1

Í3
4
5
6
7
8
9

.59) /.23).28Í/.26)*

IA (K,L
IA K,L
IA iK,L
I A f K , L
IA K, L
IA (K,L
IA K, L
IAiK,L
IA (K, L
IA¡K,L

= IS
=IS
= IS
=IS
= IS
= IS
=IS
= IS
= IS

(1
(2h
(4)

5
(6

7
8

(910 )

F2(I) '

0 ( 1 )

,5X,
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160
WHITEf 6. 160) TX
FORMAT(M *,16X, •TIME ='

, F3.0)
DO 156 X=1,5
DO 158 1=1.4
WRITER, 170yiA (K,L) ,IA (K ,L) ,IA (K,L) ,IA (K,L¡

170
158
156
C
C PRINT LEGEND
C

FORMAT (10 X
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

75

171
76

77

78

1000

$DATA
28„ 51
28.51
23.51
20.51
28.51
28. 28
28.28
28.28
28.28
28.28
28.05
28.05
28.05
28. 05
28.05
27.82
27.82
27.02
27„ 82

WRITE (6.7 5)
FORMATj*0•^30X, * LEGEND®)

¡íihüv.imr - is<i>- tsm ’ is,i) • ism *

CONTINDE
WRITE (6,77) (Z(I),I=1.9)
FORMAT í 12X, * 0* , 2X, 9F5. 0)
WRITE (6,78) JZ Ilf ,1=1.9)
FORMAT (10X, 9F5. 0,1 X, * A ND
IF (T.GE. FT) GO TO 10Ó0

DP’)

PT=DT
GO TO 100
STOP
END

82.32 10.00 1.0 1.0
82 .06 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.80 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.54 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.28 10.00 1.0 1.0
82.32 10.00 1.0 1.0
82.06 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.80 10.00 1.0 1.0
81 .54 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.28 10.00 1.0 1.0
82.32 10.00 1.0 1.0
82.06 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.80 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.54 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.28 10.00 1.0 1.0
0 2.32 10.00 1.0 1.0
82.06 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.80 10.00 1.0 1.0
81.54 10.00 1.0 1.0

,IA(K,L) ,L=1,5)

= 1 , 10 )
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i

27,82 81.28 10.00 1.0 1 ,.0
21 . 57 82.32 10.00 1.0 1 . . 0
27.59 82 .06 10.00 1*0 1 .,0
27.59 81.80 10.00 1.0 1 ..0
27.59 81.54 10.00 1.0 1 ,.0
27.59 81,28 10.00 1.0 1 ..0
5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35 . 0 40.0* Vi IV/tU 50 . 0
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APPENDIX IV

EMBODIED ENERGY IN GOODS AND SERVICES
FOR 92 U.S. ECONOMY SECTORS IN 1967



211

Table 20 Embodied energy in goods and services for 92 U.S. economy sectors

Alternative
A D c D

Excluding Including
Excluding Labor and Labor and Including
Labor and Government Government Labor and

Government Services Services Government

Services Feedbacks Feedbacks Services
Feedbacks but Includ- but Exclud- Feedbacks

and Solar ing Solar ing Solar and Solar

Sector Energy Inputs Energy Inputs Energy Inputs Energy Inputs
(numbers in parenthesis are BEA sector equivalents)

All Values in Stu fossil/$

1 . Coal Mining (7) 5,143.600 5,172,000 5,455,600 5,807,500

2. Crude Petroleum £ Natural Gas (ft) 2,920,300 2,929,200 3,188,600 3,569,050

3 . Petroleum Refining S Related Products (31.01) 1,422,300 1,432,250 1,748,400 2,085,500

4. Electric Utilities (68.01) 505,500 513,900 796,220 1,099,950

5. Gas Utilities (68.02) 809,380 816,400 1,109,700 1,421,G00

6 . Other Agricultural Products (2) 81,567 775,090 381,090 1,385,400

7, Forestry £ Fishery Products (3) 62,565 23,297,500 337,420 23,861,500

8 . Livestock £ Livestock Products (1) 55,276 340,710 363,800 1,053,500

0 . Agricultural, Forestry £ Fishery Services (4) 32,697 202,265 336,640 826,300

10. Iron £ Ferroalloy Ores Mining (5) 65,904 87,840 395,620 755,500

li. Nonferrous Metal Ores Mining (6) 61,037 99,605 406,060 800,800

12. Stone £ Clay Mining & Quarring (9) 97,477 109,420 417,630 760,900

13. Chemicals £ Fertilizer Mineral Mining (10) 59,002 71,645 352,820 667,500

14. Nev/ Construction (XI) 54,804 230,245 389,770 913,950



Table 20 (Continued)

Sector
(numbers in parenthesis are BEA sector equivalents)

15. Maintaince and Repair Construction (12)

IS. Ordnance S Accessories (13)

17. Food & Kindred Products (14)

18. Tabacco Manufactures (15)

19. Broad & Fabrics, Yarn & Thread Mills (16)

20. Miscellaneous Textile Goods f. Floor Coverings (17)

21. Apparel (18)

22. Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Products (19)

23 Lumber 6 Wood Products, Except Containers (20)

24. Wooden Containers (21)

25. Household Furniture (22)

26. Other Furniture & Fixtures (23)

27. Paper & Allied Products Except Containers S Boxes (24)

Al tern a ti v c»

C

Including
A

Excluding
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar

Energy Inputs

B
Excli
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
but Includ-
ing Solar

Energy Inputs

Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
but Exclud-
ing Solar

Energy Inputs

C

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar

Energy Inpus

All Values in Btu fossii/$

42,803 102,060

41,768 78,285

52,872 346,045

30,009 197,715

68,156 167,815

67,389 125,200

38,845 295,135

50,462 117,365

54,159 2,829,200

39,681 1,102,550

42,521 448,550

50,180 243,375

88,279 366,800

384,680 801,350

381,130 772,600

390,760 1,054,700

469,000 1,068,550

392,370 830,400

384,490 775,450

371,107 974,600

376,750 784,250

372,490 3,478,850

365,030 1,766,750

371,210 1,119,850

373,900 919,850

405,650 1,013,750 212



Table 20 (Continued)

Sector
(numbers in parenthesis are DEA sector equivalents)

28. Paperboard Containers & Boxes (25)

29. Printing & Publishing (26)

30. Chemicals (, Selected Chemical Products (27)

31. Plastics 6. Synthetic Materials (28)

32. Drugs, Cleaning £. Toilet Preparations (29)

33. Paints 5. Allied Products (30)

34. Paving Mixtures & Blocks (31.02)

35. Asphalt Felts & Coatings (31.03)

36. Rubber í Miscellaneous Plastics Products (32)

37. Leather Tanning u Industrial Leather Products (33)

38. Footwear & Other Leather Products (34)

39. Glass & Glass Products (35)

40. Stone & Clay Products (36)

A
Alternative

D

Excluding
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar

Energy Input

B

Excluding
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
but Includ-
ing Solar

Energy Inputs

All Values

c

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
but Kxclud-
ing Solar
Energy Inputs

in Btu fossil

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar

Energy InpuB

64,123
<*

191625 393,530 863,800

36,051 93,360 .
365,790 766,700

218,430 262,410 528,740 893,050

141,730 179,180 463,370 834,300

58,672 54,725 372,110 733,650

107,100 160,680 425,290 809,300

361,470 377,745 1,003,400 1,676,300

246,420 295,110 639,540 1,082,750

95,144 128,870 432,050 814,050

133,600 146,235 369,910 627,950

51,714 105,720 367,620 751,400

56,916 105,600 379,200 763,400

97,629 124,345 423,790 789,300 N)
M
u>



Table 20 (Continued)

Sector
(numbers in parenthesis are BEA sector equivalents)

A

Excluding
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar

Energy Inputs

41. Primary Iron & Steel Manufacturing (37) 191,670

42. Primary Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing (38) 61,002

43. Metal Containers (39) 169,170

44. Heating, Plumbing & Fabricated Structural Metal Products(40) 75,663

45. Screw Machine Products, Bolts, Nuts, etc.,S Metal Stampings
(41) 72,656

46. Other Fabrucated Metal Products (42) 68,788

47. Engines & Turbines (43) 58,709

48. Farm Machinery (44) 63,300

49. Construction, Mining, Oil Field Machiner, Equipment (45) 63,345

50. Materials Handling Machinery s, Equipment (45) 53,108

51. Metalworking Machinery & Equipment (47) 47,631

52. Special Industry Machinery & Equipment (48) 50,064

53. General Industrial Machinery 4 Equipment (49) 54,403

54. Machine Shop Products (50) 55,338

D
Alternative

B

Excluding
Labor and
Government
Servicos
Feedbacks
but Includ-
ing Solar
Energy Inputs

C

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
but Exclud-
i. n g Solar

Energy Inputs

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar

Energy Inpuls

All values in Btu fossil/$

211,570 517,450 876,150

91,975 365,500 712,200

196,040 503,020 877,200

101,485 405,180 774,200

98,910 404,660 776,950

97,470 391,620 756,450

75,160 389,760 751,200

84,800 394,780 761,600

81,015 392,830 753,550

71,420 387,190 753,900

62,730 378,670 739,250

80,210 382,800 760,000

77,855 385,670 754,350

69,680 365,170 742,450
214



Table 20 (Continued)

Alterna live
A n

Excluding
c

Including
D

Excluding Labor and Labor and Including
Labor and Government Govo rnment Labor and
Government Services Scrvicos Government
Services Feedbacks Feedbacks Services
Feedbacks but Includ- but Exclud- Feedbacks
and Solar ing Solar ing Solar and Solar

Sector
(numbers in parenthesis are EEA sector equivalents)

Energy Inputs Energy Inputs Energy Inputs Energy Inpi

All Values in Bt:u fossil/$

55. Office, Computing 4 Accounting Machines (51) 28,192 47,655 358,350 722,100

56. Service Industry Machines (52) 50,201 75,140 378,460 745,100

57. Electric Transmission 4 Distribution Equipment 4 Electrical
Industrial Apparatus (53) 46,727 69,030 375,410 740,400

58. Household Appliances (54) 54,215 81,855 381,740 750,200

59. Electric Lighting 4 Wiring Equipment (55) 46,291 66,535 387,030 721,100

60. Radio, Television 4 Communication Equipment (56) 26,430 50,430 363,060 738,050

61. Electronic Components & Accessories (57) 36., 165 55,895 371,730 742,400

62. Miscellaneous Electrical Machinery, Equipment & Supplies (58)44,233 66,080 374,800 740,900

63. Motor Vehicles & Equipment (59) 54,469 74,160 404,860 785,600

64. Aircraft 4 Parts (60) 35,540 51,870 380,510 757,600

65. Other Transportation Equipment (61) 51,905 190,660 396,120 881,800

66. Professional, Scientific 4 Controlling Instruments 4

Supplies (62) 37,380 65,610 367,860 740,700

67. Optical, Ophthalmic, 4 Photographic Equipment 4 Supplies(63) 32,033 50,580 339,640 678,150 215



Table 2 0 (Continued)

Alternative
A B C D

Sector
(Numbers in parenthesis are BEA sector equivalents)

Excluding
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
ami Solar
Energy Inputs

Excluding
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
but Includ-
ing Solar
Energy Inputs

All Values

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
but Excliul-
ing Solar
Energy Inputs

in Bt.u fossil/S

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar
Energy Inputs

68. Miscellaneous Manufacturing (64) 45,403 130,965 366,890 787,350

69 Railroads & Related Services (65.01) 60,218 72,575 399,140 762,500

70. Local, Suburban U Interurbanllighway Passenger Transportation
(65.02) 56,240 61,570 348,120 655,700

71. Motor Freight Transportation £, Warehousing (65.03) 80,561 89,095 422, 150 784,600

72. Water Transportation (65.04) 85,647 105,430 484,970 918,650

73. Air Transportation (65.05) 122,630 143,910 452,230 814,700

74. Pipe Line Transportation (65.06) 132,980 143,285 468,340 825,700

75. Transportation Services (65.07) 5,672 11,615 346,970 706,750

76. Communications Except Radio & Television Broadcasting (66) 13,571 19,640 359,400 716,650

77. Radio & TV Broadcasting (67) 20,722 40,165 354,050 718,500

78. Water & Sanatary Services (68.03) 68,101 86,080 425,490 812,300

79. Wholesale £ Retail Trade (69) 29,302 43,265 411,490 814,350

30. Finance & Insurance (70) 17,472 30,195 364,840 737,350

81 Real Estate £ Rental (71) 26,362 45,465 357,120 707,250 216



Table 20 (Continued)

Sector
(numbers in Parenthesis are BEA sector equivalents)

A

Excluding
I.abor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar

Energy Inputs

Alternative
D

Excluding
Labor and
Government

Services
Feedbacks
but Includ-

ing Solar
Energy INputs

c

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
but Exclud-
ing Solar

Energy Inputs

D

Including
Labor and
Government
Services
Feedbacks
and Solar

Energy Inputs

All Values in Btn fossll/$

82. Hotels & Lodging Places; Personal & Repair Services,
Except Automobile Repair (72) 41,839 58,875 359,550 705,900

83. Business Services (73) 23,146 43,995 339,610 689,250

84. Automobile Repair 4 Services (75) 41,209 51,365 359,280 698,200

85. Amusements (76) 22,217 55,395 376,110 771,500

86. Medical, Educational Services 4 Nonprofit Organization (77) 32,253 46,590 354,370 704,950

87. Federal Government Enterprises (78) 27,503 32,695 362,330 720,750

88. State 4 Local Government Enterprises (79) 61,893 82,185 441,310 855,800

8 9 Business Travel, Entertainment and Gifts (81) 69,697 282,015 401,410 962,150

90 Office Supplies (82) 49,223 152,390 373,710 814,700

91. Government — — 717,160 1,393,050

92. Households — — 358,350 738,050
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Table 21. Real GNP, total fossil, hydro, and nuclear energy
consumption and fossil, hydro, and nuclear energy
to real GNP ratio, 1920-1976.

Real GNP
Year (x 10^ 1967 $/yr)

Total Mineral
Fuels, Hydro
and Nuclear
Energy Consumed

(xlO-5-*2 kcal/yr)

Energy Consumption
per Dollar
of real GNP

(kcal/1967$)

1920 168.5 5004.9 29702.7

1921 164.6 4151.8 25227.6

1922 174.3 4355.4 24988.0

1923 197.2 5486.3 27821.0

1924 203.2 5174.6 25465.6

1225 208.0 5287.5 25420.7

192 6 221.6 5691.3 25682.8

1927 223.7 5522.5 24687.1

1528 226.4 5662.4 25010.6

1929 240.0 6010.3 25042.9

1930 217.2 5638.9 25961.8

1931 202.0 4756.1 23545.0

19 32 171.8 4147.2 24139.7

193 3 167.1 4275.7 25537.7

1934 182.9 4538.1 24811.9

1935 201.9 4834.1 23943.0

1936 228.8 5418.8 23682.6

1937 242.3 5756.0 23755.7

1938 231.2 5029.6 21754.3

1939 249. 9 5462.0 21856.7
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Table 21. (Continued)

Year
Real GNP .

(x 10 9 1967 $/yr)

Total Mineral
Fuels, Hydro
and Nuclear

Energy Consumed
(x 10 9- 2 kcal/yr)

Energy Consumptii
per Dollar
of real GNP

(kcal/19 67$)

1940 271.7 6048.7 22262.4

1941 314.4 6736.1 21425.3

1942 352.4 7057.9 20028.1

1943 391.7 7701.8 19662.5

1944 419.7 8050.7 19182.0

1945 414.0 7979.9 19275.1

1946 373.0 7715.0 20683.6

1947 372.7 8316.1 22313.1

1948 387.0 8600.5 22223.5

194 9 386.5 7995.8 20687.7

1950 420.0 8640.7 20673.1

1951 451.3 9339.0 20693.1

1952 465.4 9253.7 19883.3

1953 486.2 9537.3 19616.0

1954 47 9.4 9199.1 19188.8

1955 515.9 10103.9 19594.7

1956 525.9 10627.8 20224.2

1957 533.0 10605.8 198S8.3

1958 - 526.9 10497.7 19923.5

195 9 560.6 1107.3 19634.9

1960 574.5 11338.4 19736.1

1961 5 S 5.7 11530.0 19685.8
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Table 21. (Continued)

Year
Real GNP

(x 10
y

1967 $/yr)

Total Mineral
Fuels, Hydro
and Nuclear

Energy Consumed
(x 10^ kcal/yr)

Energy Consumption
per Dollar
of real GNP

(kcal/19 67 $)

1962 624.1 12047.9 19304.4

1963 649.0 12543.2 19327.0

1964 684.5 13043.2 19055.1

1965 727.7 13654.2 18763.5

1966 775.2 14453.9 18645.4

1967 795.3 14961.2 18812.0

19 6 8 832. 3 15772.2 18890.1

1969 854.7 16675.7 19510.6

1970 851.1 17291.4 20316.5

1971 879.1 17701.9 20136.4

1972 933.5 18522.9 19842.4

1973 988.5 19189.9 19413.2

1974 967.3 18702.4 19334.6

1975 939.6 18240.7 19413.3

1976 9 34.4 18984.6 19285.5

Sources: United States Department of Commerce (1976a)
American Petroleum Institute (1971)
United States Department of Commerce (1971)
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Table 22. U.S. business sector net capital, investment, and

depreciation time series in constant dollars
(billions of 1967 dollars (a) ) .

Year
Net Capital
Stock (b)

Gross
Investment

Net
Investment

Depre-
ciation

1929 371.25 43.11 17.67 25.44

1930 378.47 29.93 4.06 25.87

1931 371.94 17.13 - 7.91 25.04

1932 353.41 5.18 -18.37 23.55

1933 331.76 7.85 -14.35 22.20

1934 315.01 12.43 - 8.97 21.40

1935 307.38 23.00 1.70 21.30

1936 310.24 30.08 8.16 21.92

1937 318.69 36.30 13.51 22.79

1938 320.32 20.56 - 2.45 23.01

1939 318.55 28.87 6.03 22.84

1940 325.63 35.85 12.24 23.61

1941 340.07 42.72 18.12 24.60

1942 347.56 25.57 1.34 24.23

1943 334.21 17.61 - 5.17 22.73

1944 329.58 18.13 - 3.97 22.10

194 5 323.72 24.55 2.10 22.45

1946 338.98 59.50 34.90 24.60

1947 369.21 56.98 28.56 28.42

1948 397.81 65.04 33.10 31.94

1949 418.10 49.14 14.50 34.64

19 50 439.49 70.68 33.70 36.98



Table 22 (Continued)

Year
Net Capital

Stock (b)
Gross

Investment
Net

Investment
Depre-

ciation

1951 473.94 76.04 36.88 39.16

1952 503.09 66.26 25.61 40.65

1953 524.61 67.16 25.05 42.11

19 54 540.95 59.79 16.13 43.66

1955 562.33 77.24 31.49 45.75

1956 592.84 79.44 31.31 48.13

1957 618.44 75.24 24.94 50.30

1958 633.42 63.65 12.02 51.63

1959 648.95 78.05 25.08 52.97

I960 672.10 80.05 24.81 55.24

1361 692.39 76.19 19.00 57.19

1962 715.14 87.66 28.32 59.3 4

19 6 3 743.87 91.00 38.87 62.13

1964 776.01 99.25 33.81 65.44

1965 817.69 115.71 45.97 69.74

1966 870.94 130.36 54.35 76.01

1967 921.60 122.18 41.01 81.17

1968 964.36 126.47 41.65 84.82

1969 1009.72 135.54 46.90 88.64

(a) Based on estimates in Kendrick (1976) converted into
constant 1967 dollars for ease of comparison with the
1-0 data for this year.

(b) Excluding land, which was credited to the environment
sector.
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Table 23. U.S. government sector net capital, investment/

and depreciation time series in constant dollars

(billions of 1967 dollars (a)).

Year
Net Capital

Stock (b)
Gross

Investment
Net

Investment
Depre-
ciation

1929 247.05 18.64 13.65 4.99

1930 258.21 20.98 16.03 4.95

1931 270.57 22.43 17.39 5.04

1932 282.40 20.92 15.75 5.17

1933 292.10 18.93 13.56 5.37

1934 302.07 22.23 16.81 5.42

19 35 313.36 21.85 16.26 5.59

1936 327.71 29.54 23.90 5.64

1937 344.19 26.18 19.91 6.27

1938 360.80 29.57 23.02 6.55

1939 378.61 30.82 23.81 7.01

1940 397.48 32.94 25.45 7.49

1941 423.53 46.96 38.08 8.88

1942 482.80 103.13 91.30 11.83

1943 578.48 133.04 111.01 22.03

1944 665.00 137.43 76.44 60.99

1945 695.16 97.08 5.92 91.16

1946 672.57 23.98 -20.41 44.39

1947 641.34 24.72 -12.42 37.14

1948 622.47 30.17 - 0.74 30.91

1949 615.16 36.59 10.35 26.24

1950 615.43 37.68 14.39 23.29
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Table 23. (Continued)

Year
Net Capital
Stock (b)

Gross
Investment

Net
Investment

Depre-
ciation

1951 623.14 47.77 25.61 22.16

1952 652.24 76.15 56.54 19.61

1953 695.43 78.93 55.17 23.76

1954 733.17 74.31 47.07 27.24

1955 763.34 70.82 41.99 28.83

1956 791.11 93.92 44.91 29.01

1957 821.54 79.25 49.88 29.37

1958 857.16 87.87 57.52 30.35

195 9 897.03 90.91 59.98 30.53

1960 926.80 85.43 53.49 31.94

1961 964.27 93.40 61.83 31.57

1962 1005.07 96.72 64.67 32.05

1963 1048.66 101.76 69.37 32.39

1964 1092.73 102.83 69.62 33.21

1965 1135.31 102.45 68.95 33.50

1966 1182.08 112.01 79.11 32.90

1967 1237.50 119.73 86.46 33.27

1968 1296.24 123.40 88.92 34.48

1969 1351.79 123.38 87.79 35.59

(a) Based on estimates in Kendrick
constant 1967 dollars for eas

1-0 data for this year.

(1976) conve

e of comparis
rted into
on with the

(b) Excluding land , which was cred ited to the environment
sector.
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Table 24. U.S. household sector net capital, investment,
and depreciation time series in constant dollars

(billions of 1967 dollars (a)).

Year
Net Capital
Stock (b)

Gross
Investment

Net
Investment

Depre-
ciation

1929 1052.21 77.02 19.42 57.60

1930 1073.79 63.96 5.65 58.31

1931 1084.33 58.93 - 0.19 59.12

1932 1085.31 46.64 -11.54 58.18

1933 1080.29 45.05 -12.10 57.15

1934 1079.18 51.76 - 5.11 56.87

1935 1084.58 56.87 - 0.41 * 57.28

1936 1095.98 65.11 5.40 59.71

1937 1112.04 68.34 7.66 60.68

19 3 8 1125.77 62.93 0.75 62.18

1939 1140.12 70.77 8.89 61.88

194 0 1164.15 79.92 18.86 60.96

1941 1198.23 93.50 27.90 65.60

1942 1232.44 84.23 15.79 68.44

1943 1261.25 83.47 13.36 70.11

1944 1288.72 81.42 9.87 71.55

1945 1317.28 87.59 11.69 75.90

1946 1359.22 109.61 30.03 79.57

1947 1412.43 113.99 34.14 79.85

1948 1468.58 121.19 38.06 83.13

1949 1525.71 123.88 36.07 87.81

1950 1588.00 141.03 47.83 93.20
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Table 24. (Continued)

Year
Net Capital

Stock (b)
Gross

Investment
Net

Investment
Depre-
ciation

1951 1651.88 137.45 38.75 98.70

1952 1710.73 139.25 35.61 103.64

1953 1772.28 149.34 41.88 107.46

1954 1837.99 153.59 42.07 111.52

1955 1911.56 173.64 57.61 116.03

1956 1990.76 173.83 49.83 124.00

1957 2066.16 175.50 45.87 129.63

1958 2137.03 173.44 40.62 132.82

1959 2212.68 190.74 54.35 136.39

196 0 2298.50 192.49 52.59 139.90

1961 2333.10 193.81 50.32 143.49

1962 2470.27 210.14 61.89 148.25

1963 2567.87 221.29 67.49 153.80

1964 2673.92 236.86 75.87 160.99

1965 2791.01 255.12 85.64 169.48

1966 2920.49 269.36 97.26 172.10

1967 3049.10 266.94 87.92 179.02

1968 3179.43 292.50 104.38 188.12

1969 3321.65 305.30 105.12 199.74

(a) Based on estimates in Kendrick
constant 1967 dollars for ease

1-0 data for this year.

(1976) converted into
of comparison with the

(b) Excluding land , which was credi ted to the env ironment
sector.
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Table 25. U.S. environment, sector, U.S. economy, total U.S.

(environment plus economy), and rest of the world
net capital stock (in billions of 1967 dollars).

Year

U.S. Envir-
onment Net

Capital
Stock

(a)

U.S. Econ-

omy Net

Capital
Stock (b)

Total U.S.

(Environ-
ment plus
Economy)
Net Capital
Stock

Rest of t
World Net

Capital
Stock (c)

1929 20400 1671 22071. 327589

1930 20290 1711 22001 326550

1931 20195 1727 21922 325378

1932 20112 1721 21833 324057

193 3 20024 1703 21728 322498

1934 19931 1696 21627 320999

1935 19834 1705 21539 319693

1936 19722 1734 21456 318461

1937 19606 1775 21381 31734S

1938 19506 1807 21313 316339

1939 19396 1837 21233 315151

1940 19273 1837 21160 314068

1941 19135 1962 21097 313133

1942 18991 2063 21054 312494

1943 18837 2174 21011 311856

1944 18667 2283 20950 310951

1945 13504 2336 30840 309318

1946 18349 2371 20720 307537

1947 18183 2423 20606 305845
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Table 25. (Continued)

U.3. Envir-
onment Net

Capital
Stock

Year (a)

U.S. Econ-

omy Net

Capital
Stock (b)

Total U.S.

(Environ-
ment plus
Economy)
Net Capital

Stock

Rest of the
World Net

Capital
Stock (c)

1948 18013 2489 20502 304301

1949 17856 2559 20415 303010

1950 17686 2613 20299 301288

1951 17502 2749 20251 300576

1952 17319 2866 20185 299596

1953 17130 2992 20122 290661

1954 16948 3112 20060 297741

19 5 5 16748 3237 19985 296628

1956 16537 3375 19912 295544

1957 16 32 8 3506 19834 294387

1958 16122 3628 19750 293140

1959 15905 3759 19664 291863

1960 15697 3897 19594 390824

1961 15468 4040 19503 289548

196 2 15230 4191 19421 288257

1963 14981 4361 19342 287084

19 64 14723 4543 19266 285956

1965 14454 4744 19198 284947

1966 14169 497 3 1914 2 284115

1967 13872 5208 19080 283224
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Table 25. (Continued)

Year

U.S. Envir-
onment Net

Capital
Stock

(a)

U.S. Econ-

omy Net

Capital
Stock (b)

Total U.S.

(Environ-
ment plus
(Economy)
Net Capital
Stock

Rest of the
World Net

Capital
Stock (c)

19 6 8 13560 5440 19000 282008

1969 13229 5693 18912 290702

(a) Sum of U.S. land stock (Table 26) and estimated value
of mineral reserves. Table 27 gives estimates of
withdrawals of mineral reserve "capital" in direct

energy units and estimated real dollar value.

(b) Sum of U.S. business, government and households' net

capital stock (Tables 22-24)
(c) Estimated as a constant percentage of total U.S. net

capital stock, based on relative land areas.
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Table 26. Time series of net land stocks in

(in billions of 1967 dollars).
the U.S.

Year
Land Held by

Business
Land Held by

Government
Land Held by
Households Total

1929 288.9 51.0 53.3 393.2

1930 293. 9 50.9 54.2 399.0

19 31 296.6 51.0 54.8 402.4

1932 296.7 51.0 55.4 403.1

1933 295.9 51.0 55.5 402.4

1934 395.9 51.2 55.5 402.6

1935 295.9 51.3 55.5 402.7

1936 295.4 51.7 55.4 402.5

1937 297.0 51.7 55.2 403.9

1938 299.6 51.3 55.2 406.1

1939 301.0 51.4 55.5 407.9

1940 300.8 51.7 56.4 408.9

1941 298.4 51.7 59.3 409.4

1942 294.4 51.8 62.7 408.9

1943 294,4 52.0 65.6 412.0

19 4 4 295.4 52.1 68.4 405.9

194 5 281.3 52. 2 71.2 404.7

19 4 6 280.0 52.5 73.8 406.3

1947 280.2 52.8 76.6 409.6

1948 231.3 52.9 79.5 413.7

19 4 9 2 93.2 53.3 82.4 418.9

195 0 294.8 53.7 85.4 423.9
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Table 26. (Continued)

Year
Land Held by

Business
Land Held by

Government
Land Held by

Households Total

1951 286.8 54.2 88.9 429.9

1952 288.5 54.6 92.0 435.1

19 53 290.2 55.3 95.3 440.8

1954 292.3 55.9 98.6 446.8

1955 294.4 56.5 102.9 453.8

1956 296.5 57.5 107.3 461.3

1957 299.6 58.7 110.8 469.1

1958 302.7 60.0 114.3 477.0

1959 305.7 61.2 118.1 485.0

1960 310.0 78.6 121.8 510.4

1961 313.3 79.9 125.4 526.9

1962 316.5 81.4 129.0 535.3

1963 319.7 82.8 132.8 535.3

1964 322.9 84.7 136.9 544.4

1965 327.0 86.6 140.8 554.4

1966 331.3 83.5 144.6 564.9

1967 336.1 90.0 148.1 574.2

1968 340.9 91.3 151.8 594.0

1969 344.8 92.5 155.6 592.9

Source: Kendrick (1976) converted to 1967$.
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Table 27. Time series of total U.3. mineral fuel use and
estimated real dollar value.

Year
Mineral Fuel Use

(x 10 1¿ kcal/yr)
Dollar
(x 10 9

Value of Fuei
1967 dollars
(a)

1929 5796 123

1930 5440 116

1931 5481 98

1932 3963 84

1933 4091 87

1934 4356 93

1935 4624 98

1936 5206 111

1937 5527 118

1938 4802 102

1939 5241 112

1940 5817 124

19 41 6489 138

1942 6760 144

1943 7361 157

1944 7700 164

1945 7604 162

1946 7349 156

1947 7947 169

1948 8219 17 5

1949 7600 162

1950 8236 175
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Table 27. (Continued)

Year
Mineral Fuel Use
(x 1012 kcal/yr)

Dollar
(x 10 9

Value of Fue
1967 dollars
(a)

1951 8936 190

1952 8845 188

1953 9145 195

1954 8825 188

1955 9730 207

1955 10223 213

1957 10209 217

1958 10058 214

1959 10578 225

1960 10926 233

1961 11114 237

1962 11529 247

1963 12095 257

1964 12561 267

1965 13124 279

19 6 o 13919 295

1957 14360 306

1968 15118 322

19 6 9 15694 340

Source: American Petroleum Institute (1971).

(a) based on a conversion ratio if 47000 kcal fossil/1967 $



APPENDIX VI

FORTRAN LISTING FOR THE 5-SECTOR
U.S. ECONOMY-ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION MODEL



K>
ÜJ

c
c
c

9
11
10

13
12

700

701

DISENSION B (5,5), Y {5,5) ,Q{61 ,E(5)
DISENSION P (5) , D (5) , H (§) ,F2 (5) ,F3 (5) , P4 (5)
DIMENSION £(51,0(5)
DISENSION IQ (5) , QMAX (5) ,TP{4 5) ,IS(6)

HEAD INITIAL CONDITIONS AND COEFFICIENTS

0 1=1-5
(5,910(1) ,A(I) ,C(I) ,E(I)¿(é f

1 1JQ íí) ,A (Í) ,C (f) , E (I)
AT (4F 10. 3)

READ (5,9
« HIT
FOBSA

,

FOBMAT Í4F15. 3)
CONTINUE
DO 12 0=1,5
READ (5, 131 (B (I- J) .1 = 1.5V
WRITEJ&,13Í (B (1,0) ,1=1,5)

x ( 5K ^ u «-FORMAT(
113

3)

20
C
C
C

CONTINUE
READ!5,700) (QMAX (II ,1=1,5)
FORMAT (5F 10 . 31"
READ (5,70 1) (IS (I) ,1 = 1,6)
FOBfdTj6Al[
DO 20 1=1,5
DO 20 J=1 ,5
YjI,J) =1.
CONTINUE

INITIALIZE AND RUN

291
292
293
294
295

296

290

UNITE
S RITE
WHITE
WRITE
WRITE
FORMA
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
WRITE{
FORMAT
WRITE(
FORMAT

1 '

PT=200
IPR=2

6.291) IS
6.292) IS
6.293) IS
6,294 j IS
6.295)IS

* 1* 6X,*
71, * B =

7 X ,
* G =

7X,*H =

(7X W
6-296)
(24X, 4

6,290)

1) ,QMAX 1
2 ) ,QMAX 2
3) ,QMAX 3
4) ,QMAX 4
5) , QMAX 5.
E = ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS',0X ,A1,
BUSINESS ASSETS'-13X.A1 * MAX =

GOVERNMENT ASSETS'.11X.A 1 • MAX =

- HOUSEHOLD ASSETS',12X.A1. ' MAX = '

= REST OF THE WORLD ASSETS',4X ,A1,'

MAX = *,F7.0)
F7.0)
' -F7.0)
, f‘7.0)
MAX = ',F 7.0)

QUANTITY*)

(2X,«YEAR* ,1X, *0-
MAX')



100

330
350
30
29

GO TO

DT*1./24.
PT=0.
TP-Oc
TPH=0.,
T=0.
GO TO 601
T=T+DT
DO 29 1=1-5
D ÍI) Jl) *£ (I) /( (1.+A (I) *Q (I)) **2)
DO SÍT0=1 f 5

IF (I.EQ.J)GO TO 330
QI=B iI^*Q (J)/((1.+B(I,J)*Q(I))**2)

(2 + B{I, J) *Q(I) ))/(1+B(I,J)*Q(I) )**2

COB*
CONTINUE
DO 40 1=1-5

DO 42 3=1,5
IF (I- EQ. J) GO TO 430
DI=D ft )*1.2

cccc ccccccccccccc
IF (DX“ D |J) } 410,430, 430

láVo' ib
IÍI,J)=B(I.J)*Q(I1*Q(J)/(B(I,J) *Q(T) +1.)
F2II) =F2(I|+TfI,J
F3 IJ)=F3 {J) 4Y (I, J,
C08TIN DE
CONTINUE

410

430
450

42
40
C
c
c

50

C

CM.CUL&TE NEB LEVELS

?jWí\^‘ )^ir,uí2,i, - Fi ,i!_r5 (rn
CO NTIN HE
TP=TP+P (1) 4-P (2) +P(3) 4P{4)
TPB=TPB+P(1) *P (2) + P{3) +P(4)4p(5)

ro
u>



c
c

600

CHECK TIRE AND PRINT RESULTS

IT-PT+.00 01
IF (IPR~IT) 60 1,60 1,600
PT=PT+DT
GO TO 100

C
C PLOTTING ROUTINE
C
601

110

270

>60

111
200
150

750

m»<r ii>aBs:t(iM * 45
DO 110 1=1,5
I
C
TX=T+1929.
DO 270 1=1.
IP {II =IS (6)
CONTINUE

150 1=1,
200 J=1,

fflia.-s

45

DO
DO
IF
IF

5
45
.J)GO TO 111
.IS (6)) GO TO 200

128°
770

IP (J) = lS (6)
GO TO 200
ip {!}=is (iy
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE <6,7 50) TX, IIP (J) ,1=1,45)
FOSSA? HX,F6.0,'I*,45A1,«I*)
IF (T. GE. FT) GO TO 1000
PT=DT
GO TO 100
WRITE{6,7601 TP
FOSSA?{*1'.bX.'TOTAL U.S. PRODUCTIVITY =',E15.6)
WRITE(6.770)TPW
FORBAT I7X,'TOTAL WORLD PRODUCTIVITY =*,E15. 6)
STOP
END

mu. 4.580E-007 .015 44300.
321. 0. .03 0.
247. 0. ,03 0.
1052. 0. .03 0.
302834. 2. 310E-0 08 .021 657700.
4.942E-0070. 150E-0050.400E-0G50.200E-0053.505E-008
0.652E-0050.500S-0040.150E-Ü030.417E-0036.516E-007
0.206E-0050.800E-0040.100E-0012.542B-0C51.464E-009
4.375E-0062.134E-0042.289E-005100.0E-0032.316E-010
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APPENDIX VII

FORTRAN LISTING FOR THE 91-CELL
SOUTH FLORIDA SIMULATION MODEL AND DATA



f

ro

o

c
c

c
c
c

SOOTH FLORIDA LAND OSE STMULATION MODEL

DIMENSION ED(91,91
DIMENSION PÍ91),D{
DIMENSION Fl(91),F
DIMENSION A(911,B
DIMENSION IS (10), CM (91) ,SS (91)

10

C
C
C
c
c

241

READ COEFFICIENTS FOR THIS RON

S-1. 4
G=30, 0
H=5« 0
DO 10 1=1,91
A (I)=. 05
B (I) *. 002
C (I)=. 02
SS ft) = .0002
CONTINUE
A (90) =0.
B (89} =5. 3E-8
B (90) = 2.25E-6
B (911=5. 2E-10
SS (89) =5E-8
SS §90) =5E-*7
SS (91) «10E-10

BEAD LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF CENTROID OF
EACH CELL (IN DEGREEG NORTH AND WEST),
INITIAL STORAGE LEVELS, AND LAND AREAS OF EACH

WR1TE(6, 2411

CELL

240
201
200
C

250
C

FORMAT <*1 *,2X, , I , ,4X.*DLAT(I) *
, 4X, * DLON (I) •

, 4X ,
* Q (I)

15X,'AR (I) *^5X^*CM(I) ^,5X,*yI«T^)
DO 200 1=1-91
READ (5 ,20 11 DLAT (I) , DLON (I) ,Q (I) , AR (I) ,CM (I)
QIHT=0 ill /AR (II
WRITE (6,2 40) I, DLAT (I) , DLON (I) , Q (I) , AR (I) ,CM (I) , QI NT
FORMAT (15 -6E 10. 3)
FORMAT (5F10.3)
CONTINUE

READ (5 ,250) (25 (I) ,1=1,9)
FORMAT (9F6. 0)
READ (5,26 0) (IS (I) ,1 = 1, 1 0)



260 FORSAT (10*1)
C
C CALCULATE XHTEBCELL DISTANCES

DO 202 1= 1,91
DO 203 J= 1-91

^|D|Xf 3|=(J&LAT (I) -DLAT (3) ) *69,5256) *+2+ ( (BLON (I) -DLON (J) )

203
1 COST-THij| /

202 CONTIS OE
DO 205 1=1.88
DO 205 3-90,91
IF ÍCÍ1 ÍI) . LE. 1.)GOTO205
ED (1-3) =ED (1.3)/{CM (I) *G)
S3 Ilf = SS (I) *H

205 COhTIH UE
c c
C ASS0HE CONSTANT EXTERNAL INPUTS FOR EACH CELL

211 CONTINÚE
210 CONTINUE
C
C INITIALIZE AND RON
C

FT*150.
TPR=10
DT=1*
PT=*0.
T^Oa
GO TO 601

100 T=T*DT
nn ') Q T=1 Q1

tsj
•s*
h-*



330
350
30
29

IF (I. E 0. «Ji GO TO 330
QI=ED (I-J)*Q(J)/(f1. +ED (I, J) *Q(I) ) **2)
GO TO 350
QI= (ED JI. '* (2 +ED (I, J ) *Q(I)) ) /(1*ED (I, J) *Q (I) ) **2

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 40 1=1,91
F1
F4
F 2
DO

*E JIJ *Q(I)/(1.+A(I)*Q(I) )

410

430
450

42
40
C
c
c

50
C
c

T) * ft
I)=C
II =0.

^ 4 2 «3= 1 91
IP |I^E'q7Jf GO TO 430
DI=DJI)*S
IF(DI-DfJ)) 410,430,430
Y 11» o) ■— O•
GO TO 450

3 (jj =F3 \j) * Y (I, J)

Y
F
F3
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

*Q(J)/(ED(I,J)*Q(I) + 1. )

CALCULATE NEW LEVELS

DO 50 1=1,91
g^gíyi) +DT* (FI (I) +F2 (I) -F3 (I) -F4 (I))

CHECK TIPIE ft ND PRINT RESOLTS IF NECESSARY
IT=PT*,0001
IF (IPR-IT) 60 1,601,600

600 PT=PT+DT
GO TO 100

C
C MAPPING ROUTINE
C
601
111

110
120
C

tfBITEie-llll
FORMAT (* 1 »,2X *1* 5X,*0 (I) *, 51.» Dili *,5X, • P 1 (I) 5X,'F2 (I)

1
D0

3 Í2^ f ~ 1
#

9 1
* (1,8 9) f ,4X,* Y (1,90) • ,4X,* Y (1,9 1) ')

08ITE ( 6, 1 lft) I-Q (I) , D (I) ,

1(1-89) ,Y (1,90) , Y (I , 91)
Fí3RÍATjf5,9É10Í5)

»F2 (I) • ,5X,

1 Y

CONTINUE

FI (I) ,F2(I) ,F3 (I) , F4 (I) ,

242



160

r

c
c

75

T5t=-19G0„4T
«SITE(6,160)TX
FORMATORSAÍ {////////“\ 0X» * EMBODIED ENERGY INTENSITY MAP'/,10*

FOR SOUTH rLOuIDA'/,10X, * FOR THE YEAR »,P10.0)1 *

PRINT LEGEND

174
76

77

78

79
1B0

146
145

150

171

170
158

WHITE (6,75)
FORMAT ( f 0»,3OX,* LEGEND
DO 76 3=1,4

)

w 1 »SR1TEÍ6-1I4
FORMAT(10X
CONTINUE
WRITE (6-77) (Z (I) ,1*1.9)

IT mx, 4 *}' ,2X,9P5. 0

*D 0P»)

CE/128 AC CELL) *)

FORMA A V

HRITE7o, 78) {Z{lf,I=1 f 9)
FORMAT n0X,9F5.0„ 1X,* AN
WRITE(6,79)
FORMAT(25X,*f E12
DO 145 K=1,18
DO 146 L=1, 10
IA fK,L) = IS (1)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 150 1=1,88
K= 18. 0 1- ( (DLAT jIJ-24.6L/.23^

f IS (I) , IS (I) , IS (I) ,IS (I) ,1=1,10)

)

L=10.01-í (DLON
IF (Q (I) /AR (I) * LT» Z (1)
IF(Q(I)/AR(I) . GE . Z 11

79.98)/.26
IA j

/AR (T). GE. Z
_ /AH
Ij/AR‘

/AF
/AR

_ /AR
I /AS

NUE
/AR

r .GE.Z
r .GE.Z
I’ .GE.Z
m.GB.Z |U
I .GE.2/7
I .GE.ZÍ8
[l| .GE.Z{9$

2
3
4
5
6

(K, L
IA fK,L
IA 1 K,L =IS
IA K,L =IS
IA (K, L‘
TA K,L
IA i K, L
IA (K, L

= IS
=IS

= IS
= IS
= IS
= IS

1)
2
3 )
4
5
6)
7
8

IA (K, L = IS (9
IA (K,L)=TS 10)

WRITE(6,171)TX
FORMAT (* 1 ',////, 1 OX,

DO 156 K=1,18
DO 158 1=1.4
WRITE (6, 170) {IR ÍK,L) .IA ÍK,L) , IA (K, L)
FORMAT (10 X, »♦*,1X,50A1,1X,'*')

YEAR= VF5.0,*

, IA (K,L) ,IA (K , L) , L=

CONTINUE

+ f 4 + *
,

1 , 10 )

24
3



156 COST!SHE
WRITE ( 6,1 73 )

173 POSR&T + + + + + + * + + +

1 »*+*♦**++♦*+♦**++*+**/)
IF(T.GE, FT) GO TO 1000
PT=DT
GO TO 100

1000 STOP
BSD

SD&TA
28.5 10 8 1i .540 12.820 0.850 1.000
28,510 81 o 280 12.850 0.970 1 . oo
28.280 81 .540 18,300 0.970 1.000
28.280 81 .280 22 . 420 1.800 1.000
28.050 81 .540 9.850 0.740 1.000
28.050 8 .280 15.0 60 1.680 . 1.000
27.820 8 .540 9.490 0.780 1.000
27.820 81 .280 11.000 1.280 1.000
27.820 8 .020 11.300 0.920 1.000
27.590 8 .540 4.480 0.360 1.000
27.590 81 .280 16.700 1.280 1.000
27.590 81 .020 16.700 1.260 1.000
27.360 81 .540 4.480 0.500 1.000
27.360 81 .280 16.700 1.280 1.00 0
27.360 8 .020 16.700 1.280 1.000
27.360 80.760 15.950 1.390 1.000
27.360 80.500 19.620 1 .460 1.000
27.360 8 0.230 12.330 0.900 1.0000
27 . 130 81.540 4.340 0.500 1.000
27.130 81 .280 13.100 1.280 1.000
27.130 81.020 12.100 1.280 1.000
27.130 80.760 6.150 1.280 1.000
27 . 130 80.500 19.100 1.280 1.000
27 . 130 80.240 19.190 1.430 1.000
26.900 82.060 7.270 0.570 1.000
26.900 81 .800 14.200 1.100 1 . 000
26.900 81.540 13.600 1.240 1.000
26.900 81.280 12.200 1.280 1.000
26.900 81.020 19.000 1.280 1.000
26.900 80.760 3.480 1.280 1.000
26.900 80.500 32.700 1.280 1.000
26.900 80.240 21.100 1.280 1.000
26.900 79.980 7.130 0.530 1 . 0 O 10
26.670 82.320 0 » 490 0.050 1.0100
26.670 82.060 10.800 0.790 1.000
26.670 81.800 15.000 1 . 180 1.010
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26.670 81.540 15
26.670 81.280 19
26.670 81.020 21
26.670 80.670 40
26.670 80.500 44
26.670 80.240 29
26.670 79.980 6
26.440 82.060 2
26.440 8 1.800 14
26.440 81.540 16
26.440 81.280 14
26.440 81.020 17
25.440 80.760 42
26.440 80.500 44
26.440 80.240 31
26.440 79.980 4
26,2 10 01.800 9
26.210 81.540 27
26.210 81.280 22
26.210 81.020 16
26 o 210 8 0.760 34
26.210 80.500 4 4
26.210 80 . 240 30
26,210 79.980 3
25.980 8 1.800 4
25.980 81.540 19
25.980 81.280 18
25.980 81.020 1 1
25.980 80.760 26
25,980 80.500 42
25.980 80.240 22
25.380 79.980 2
25.750 81.280 16
25.750 81.020 14
25.750 80.760 20
25.750 80.500 31
25.750 80.240 11
25.750 79.980 0
25.520 8 1.020 25
25.520 80.760 24
25.520 80.500 10 ,

25.520 80.240 5
25.290 8 1.020 19
25.290 80.760 2 0
25.290 80.500 10 ,

25.290 80.240 4

1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1 . 000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
0.590 1 . 100
0.160 1 . 100
0.960 1.000
1 .280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1 .280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
0.480 1.200
0.670 1.0000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1 .280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
0.310 1.200
0.220 1.0100
0.940 1.000
1.250 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.260 1 . 100
0,160 2 . 500
0.690 1.0000
1.270 1.000
1.280 1.000
1.280 1.000
0.090 1 . 500
0.070 3 . 000
1.310 1.000
1.280 1,000
1.280 1.000
0.470 1.010
0 . 880 1.000
1.110 1.000
0.877 1.000
0.240 1.010

800
500
800
«00
800
900
350
250
100
200
800
300
800
3 00
600
400
720
200
000
000
200
000
200
580
520
600
300
100
900
800
400
380
550
000
400
900
200
510
970
100
200
030
010
400
900
990
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25 .,060 80 . 500 5.400 0. 200
24 .,830 8 1 . 020 5.230 0. 200
24 . , 330 80 . 760 1.000 0. 030
24 .,600 81 . 800 2.510 0. 090
24 . , 600 01 . 540 3.830 0. 140
24 .,600 81 . 280 1.010 0. 040

00 80 , 10 1004463 . 28210 . 1.0
35 ,,000 80 . ooo 56870.000 1507 . 800

00 -90 .00 16200000 . 954900 . 1.00
5.0 10.0 2 0 . 0 30.0 40.0 50.0 75.0 1

1 -

1 .

1 .

2 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

«-x$

010
010
010
500
010
000

000

0 200.0
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